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Abstract
In this work the use of inertial confinement techniques for real-time directional control of the
kinetic energy distribution in explosive-driven masses is investigated.
The possibility of focusing the energy of an explosion in order to improve its effectiveness is well-
known and exploited, both for military and civil applications (such as, for example, shaped charges).
It must be noted that current solutions are typically optimized to achieve a predetermined energy
distribution.
There is a demand, in the military field, for solutions that can improve energy focusing and re-
duce collateral damage in precision applications, such as anti-ballistic and anti-aircraft or close-range
missile warheads. In this case it is extremely important to be able to engage the target from different
directions, as the angle of intercept is often unknown until the target is very close.
In the past, mechanical solutions have been designed in order to aim a directional warhead at a
specified direction; however, these systems tend to have long response times and to be heavy, complex
and unreliable. An inertial confinement technique that allows to achieve significant directional control
from a symmetrical warhead configuration would provide fast response times for critical applications
such as missile-missile or missile-projectile intercept, and to obtain a simple, reliable design with no
moving parts.
This study consists of an analytic and numerical investigation of the possibility of achieving
asymmetrical acceleration of external masses with the detonation of explosive materials in symmet-
rical configurations. The concepts obtained from a one-dimensional analysis of the phenomenon are
extended to a simple three-dimensional test configuration, where different actuation strategies are
compared numerically. A design method that enables simple design of new warhead configurations is
proposed; it is compared with basic inertial confinement techniques and it is shown that a significant
increase in kinetic energy along a selected direction can be achieved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Directional control of kinetic energy distribution
Controlling the energy release of a chemical condensed explosive subjected to detonation has been
an active subject of research since the end of the 19th century, when the Munroe-Neumann effect was
discovered1. Specifically, in 1888 Charles Munroe, a chemist working for the US navy, noticed that
when a block of explosive nitrocellulose with the manufacturer’s name stamped into it was detonated
next to a metal plate, the lettering was cut into the plate. Conversely, if letters were raised above the
surface of the explosive, then the letters on the plate would also be raised above its surface. In 1894,
Munroe constructed the first crude shaped charge, a device that is based on geometry-induced inertial
confinement, which he describes in [14] as follows:
Among the experiments made ... was one upon a safe twenty-nine inches cube, with walls
four inches and three quarters thick, made up of plates of iron and steel ... When a hollow
charge of dynamite nine pounds and a half in weight and untamped was detonated on it,
a hole three inches in diameter was blown clear through the wall ... The hollow cartridge
was made by tying the sticks of dynamite around a tin can, the open mouth of the latter
being placed downward.
An example of modern shaped charge device is shown if Figure 1.1.
Unsurprisingly, directional control of explosive energy has resulted in numerous military appli-
cations; however, research in the military field only began after the end of World War II (initially
with the work of Hungarian and German scientists Jo´zsef Misznay and Hubert Schardin; explosive
inertial confinement devices are for this reason commonly known, in a military context, to be based
on the Miznay-Schardin effect). section 1.2 lists some examples of civil and military solutions which
rely, for their design, on a solid understanding of the inertial effects related to detonation of chemical
explosives.
1The first description of a technical solution for directional control of an explosion known to the author dates back to
1792; mining engineer Franz Xaver von Baader discovered a way to increase the energy release of a black-powder charge in
a predetermined direction by shaping, inside the charge, a conical hole aligned with that direction. Black-powder, however,
is not a detonating explosive and for this reason inertial effects are very limited (the directionality of the explosion comes,
in this type of configurations, from inertial confinement, cf. Chapter 3).
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Figure 1.1: Beehive Shaped charge assembly; courtesy of Mondial Defence Systems
1.2 Selected examples of technical solutions
The following images show some examples of technical solutions based on directional control of ex-
plosive energy. Typical applications are, in the military field, shaped charges and explosively formed
projectiles (EFPs) with armor penetration purposes or directional fragmentation devices designed to
confine damage to a limited region of the battlefield. Civil applications include drilling operations in
harsh environments (for instance, shaped charges are used in the perforation of oil wells) or special
conditions (JAXA’s future Hayabusa 2 space mission will carry a small EFP device in order to ob-
tain samples of material under the surface of an asteroid), explosive bonding of dissimilar metals and
explosive forming of complex thin-wall components.
Figure 1.2: Collection of shaped charges and
EFPs; courtesy of Inert Products LLC
Figure 1.3: Cryogenic connector, aluminum
explosively bonded to stainless steel; cour-
tesy of High Energy Metals, Inc.
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Figure 1.4: Explosively formed integral panel
for Airbus aircraft; courtesy of 3D-Metal
Forming BV Figure 1.5: Small-scale model of EFP device
to be installed on Hayabusa-2 space probe;
courtesy of JAXA
Figure 1.6: Display image of convex metal
disk and resulting EFP
Figure 1.7: Cut-view image of russian MON-
90 tactical directional mine
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1.3 Purpose of work and problem approach
All the conventional applications of directional control listed above are well-known and have been
extensively studied; they are, however, typically optimized in order to achieve a predetermined energy
distribution. The required orientation of the energy focusing has to be known in advance (typically
the explosive charge has to be installed in a specific direction).
There is a demand, in the military field, for solutions that can improve energy focusing and reduce
collateral damage in high-velocity precision applications, such as anti-ballistic and anti-aircraft or
close-range missile warheads. In this case it is extremely important to be able to engage the target
from different directions, as the angle of intercept is often unknown until the target is very close.
Existing mechanical solutions that aim a directional warhead at a specified direction tend to have
long response times and to be heavy, complex and unreliable.
For the aforementioned applications it is attractive to employ symmetrical designs that do not
need to be aimed at the target; in this case the asymmetry of the energy distribution has to rely on
inertial confinement effects such as asymmetric detonation initiation or containment of the explosive
charge with some type of heavy tamper.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the feasibility of achieving significant directional control
of the kinetic energy distribution of a metal shell enclosing a symmetric explosive charge. This
configuration has been chosen for its simplicity; moreover, it is believed to have a faster response
time and to be more reliable than other aimable configurations which are currently subject of active
research (such as deformable or kinetic-rod type warheads, cf. [11]).
The problem is initially approached in the easiest form possible and complexity is gradually
increased. The target is to be able to define a design methodology and to increase the understanding
of the physics involved in the mass acceleration process, in order to make the design process of
inertial confinement applications more rational. More often than not, current designs are the result of
parameter optimization around a randomly chosen configuration; however, this type of approach is
particularly ill-suited to problems which are very sensitive to small changes in initial conditions, such
as detonation.
One-dimensional theoretical and numerical solutions for the asymmetric detonation are used to
understand the inertial confinement phenomenon and provide a reference to check the precision
of the commercial numerical solver used for three-dimensional analyses. A more complex three-
dimensional configuration is then considered in order to define an initiation strategy for directional
detonation. Numerical results are compared for different configurations and are used as a reference
to plan future experimental testing.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
The study of detonics shares with other military-related topics a certain difficulty in obtaining pub-
lished information of sensitive technical details. The available literature on the subject can be roughly
divided, for the purpose of this work, in two main areas.
2.1 Theoretical approach
There are several well-known textbooks that cover the theory of detonation in very simplified models
(practically all analytic results concern one-dimensional flow of a perfect gas). In spite of often not
being quantitatively very accurate if compared to the experiment, these simple models allow to gain
considerable insight into the physics of selective mass acceleration based on inertial confinement.
Moreover, they can be used to assess the accuracy of more complex numerical models for validation
purposes. For this reason the first part of this work will be concerned with a theoretical analysis of
the one-dimensional problem.
A very complete description of the physical phenomena involved in detonics is provided by
Zel’dovich and Raizer in [2]; Landau and Lifshitz give in [1] a description of the one-dimensional
detonation wave for a perfect gas and provide a good reference for the analytic approach to the solu-
tion of the general one-dimensional flow. Fickett and Davis provide in [4] a very useful comparison
between theoretical and experimental results and analyze the discrepancies that emerge between the
two approaches.
There is a considerable amount of literature related to the dynamics of inertial confinement; how-
ever, most of the published material concerns plasma physics1. Some basic and widely used results
regarding symmetrical explosively-induced mass acceleration have been given by Gurney and are
generally known as Gurney equations. They can be used to some extent as a comparison to evaluate
the quality of following numerical results. A detailed derivation of Gurney equations can be found in
[11] and [12].
2.2 Numerical and experimental results
Numerical and experimental results related to the directional control of detonation are, on the other
hand, more difficult to obtain. The first studies in detonics have historically been conducted in those
1This is usually related to inertial confinement fusion research.
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states which developed a military nuclear program (a precise control of detonation wave propaga-
tion is required in order to efficiently compress fissile material in implosion type nuclear warheads).
The sensitivity of the data related to the development of nuclear weapons has resulted in very lit-
tle published information, even when the results are applied to configurations based on conventional
chemical explosives. Moreover, the results obtained at the time do not reflect the recent advances in
computing capabilities, being instead, for the most part, dependent on experimental results. Patents
[15] and [16] are examples of this type of work.
In more recent times, there has been considerable academic interest in the study of non-aimable
directional configurations such as shaped charges. This has resulted in several works which, albeit not
being directly related to active directional control of energy release, throw light on the analytic, nu-
merical and experimental issues related with detonics. In [19] Poole provides a well-written example
of combined approach to detonation physics.
The last few years have seen a rising interest in the study of aimable configurations for military
purposes in the Chinese literature; unfortunately not all of that information is readily accessible for
various reasons. Some examples of the current work on the subject can be found in the works of
Zhong et al. [17] and of Yuan et al. [18].
Figure 2.1: Scheme of selective detonation initiation system, US Patent 3598051
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Chapter 3
A simple one-dimensional case
In order to understand the physical mechanisms that lie at the core of differential inertially-induced
mass acceleration it is convenient to begin from a very simplified model that allows to formulate an
analytic description with relative ease. Nonessential more complex features will be considered in later
chapters. A simplified model also results in an easier understanding of the fundamental parameters
that govern the phenomenon, which can be determined by dimensional analysis.
3.1 Analytic model for the completely asymmetrical detonation
3.1.1 Fundamental assumptions
The simplest nontrivial geometry possible where asymmetrical mass acceleration can be studied con-
sists of a one-dimensional flow where rigid wall-like masses confine a detonating material. The
masses are equal and the density distribution of the material is uniform, in order to have an initially
symmetrical configuration. The asymmetry is introduced by initiating detonation at one end of the
detonating material (next to one of the walls), as shown in Figure 3.1.
RIGID WALLS
DETONATION INITIATION 
DETONATING MATERIAL 
Figure 3.1: Scheme of the one-dimensional problem
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A constant atmospheric pressure condition is assumed at the external sides of the rigid walls.
This is useful for a number of reasons (for instance, it allows to balance the pressure of a detonating
gas mixture contained between the walls and helps avoiding certain numerical issues1). It is noted
that the important features of the problem are not fundamentally changed by this assumption; for an
explosion in air, the dynamic pressure outside2 a shell accelerated by detonation of an high explosive
is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the inside pressure produced by the detonation itself
and is therefore negligible during the acceleration process.
The equations of state commonly used for condensed matter subjected to very high pressures
involve a considerable number of parameters that have to be determined experimentally; there often
is considerable uncertainty in their measured values. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that the kinetic
energy asymmetry of the accelerated walls does not depend primarily on the constitutive equations
of the detonating material. For this reason a very simple material model is initially assumed; this
considerably simplifies the analytic description of the problem and does not change the qualitative
picture, as will be shown in Chapter 6.
The detonating material is modeled as a perfect polytropic gas, governed by the perfect gas state
equation
P = ρRT (3.1)
where P is the pressure, ρ the density, T the temperature and R the specific gas constant, taken
equal to that of air at 287 JkgK . The energy per unit mass q released during detonation is assumed con-
stant and approximately equal to that of TNT referred to Chapman-Jouguet conditions (cf. subsection
3.1.3) at 4× 106 Jkg .
It is assumed that the number of moles of gas is unchanged after detonation and that the detonation
wave is a normal surface of discontinuity3.
3.1.2 Dimensional analysis
The Buckingham theorem provides a valuable tool to determine the nature of the influence of the
relevant physical parameters on the problem; for the one-dimensional case they are listed in Table 3.1
together with the resulting dimensionless groups4.
It can be readily seen that the functional relationships governing the problem must depend on 3
dimensionless groups, named α, β and γ in Table 3.1. An analysis of their physical meaning clarifies
the importance each physical parameter.
α, which will be called wall mass ratio in the following, is the ratio of the mass of the rigid walls
1The commercial numerical solver used in later chapters employs an eulerian solver with a volume fraction formulation
that does not cope well with extremely low density values, such as those obtained if the explosive products were allowed to
expand into vacuum.
2Behind the shock wave propagating in the atmosphere.
3It must be remembered that, in general, this assumption is only approximately true; the propagation of a detonation
wave in gases often exhibits a complex three-dimensional structure, as a result of instabilities deriving from the extreme
dependence of combustion kinetics on temperature (cf. [4]). For simple geometries and condensed explosives such as those
used in applications, however, it is usually not far from the physical phenomenon.
4The external pressure is not considered in this analysis; this assumption is reasonable for expansion distances of the
order of the initial distance between the walls, as the external pressure can be neglected, cf. subsection 3.1.1. If the external
pressure were considered, the p
ρq
dimensionless group would have to be added to the analysis. Neglecting the external
pressure is equivalent to assuming that p
ρq
→ 0.
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ρ( kg
m3
) R( JkgK ) T (K) q(
J
kg) l(m) σ(
kg
m2
) cv(
J
kg)
α = σρl β =
RT
q γ =
cv+R
cv
Table 3.1: Physical parameters of the one-dimensional simplified mass acceleration problem and
relative dimensionless groups
to the mass of the explosive (per unit area, the problem is one-dimensional). It is the fundamental
parameter governing the control of the energy asymmetry and its effect will be examined in detail in
Chapter 5.
β, which will be called internal energy ratio in the following, is the ratio of the thermal energy
of the explosive before detonation (apart from an unimportant factor) to the energy released during
detonation. It is a measure of the strength of the explosive material; for all practical high explosives
is always β << 1. For this reason its effects on the problem are quite limited.
γ is the well known polytropic exponent of a gas, the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure
to the specific heat at constant volume. In the following it will be assumed that the detonating gas is
a perfect diatomic gas5 with γ = 75 .
3.1.3 Classical theory
The analytic solution of the one-dimensional side-initiated detonation of a perfect gas with moving
side walls can be determined with relative ease in a number of particular cases. Specifically, the
limiting cases where α << 1 and where α >> 1 will be considered. These correspond to very light
or very heavy wall masses (relative to the explosive) and will be called in the following light wall
approximation and heavy wall approximation6.
In spite of the fact that, in these limiting cases, the analytic solution of the detonation is relatively
easy, the complete solution of the expansion following the end of detonation propagation is of con-
siderable complexity7. For this reason only the detonation is treated analytically; the subsequent state
of the system is computed with a numerical solver which takes the analytic solution of the detonation
as the initial condition of the system. The characteristics of the solver are described in section 3.2.
Useful analytic results
In the following some of the results derived in [1] will be used; they are listed below as a reference.
For a complete mathematical derivation the reader is referred to [1].
5It cannot be expected that γ has a qualitatively significant influence on the momentum transfer, as it does not qualita-
tively change the equations of gas dynamics; this is verified later, when the perfect gas solution is compared to a numerical
solution obtained with a Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state. Predicted results are very similar.
6These cases refer, in the usual military language, to very high or very low charge-to-mass ratios.
7The experienced reader will notice that the cause of this behavior lies in the theory of hyperbolic equations; the
expansion following the end of propagation of the detonation is no longer a simple wave. It can be shown that the problem
is equivalent to the solution of a linear partial differential equation, cf. [1].
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Shock Adiabatic Setting the mass, momentum and energy flows to be equal on both sides of the
shock surface one writes
ρ1v1 = ρ2v2 ≡ j (3.2)
p1 + ρ1v1
2 = p2 + ρ2v2
2 (3.3)
w1 +
1
2
v1
2 = w2 +
1
2
v2
2 (3.4)
where the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the fluid before and after the discontinuity, ρ is the density, v
the velocity, p the pressure and w the enthalpy per unit mass; the mass flux density is denoted by j.
Noting that vi = jVi, where V is the specific volume (V = 1ρ ), one can rearrange the above
equations to obtain
j2 =
(p2 − p1)
(V1 − V2) (3.5)
w1 − w2 + 1
2
(V1 + V2) (p2 − p1) = 0 (3.6)
Equation 3.6 is commonly known as shock (or Hugoniot) adiabatic.
Shock waves in polytropic gas The shock adiabatic can be specialized to the case of a polytropic
perfect gas. The specific enthalpy per unit mass can be written, apart from an unimportant additive
constant, as w = γpVγ−1 ; replacing in the shock adiabatic one obtains
V2
V1
=
(γ + 1)p1 + (γ − 1)p2
(γ − 1)p1 + (γ + 1)p2 (3.7)
If one chooses the ratios p2p1 and
V2
V1
as dependent and independent variables, this is the equation
of the rectangular hyperbola shown in Figure 3.28.
the following relations can be derived from the above equations9
ρ2
ρ1
=
v1
v2
=
(γ + 1)M1
2
(γ − 1)M12 + 2 (3.8)
p2
p1
=
2γM1
2
(γ + 1)
− (γ − 1)
(γ + 1)
(3.9)
T2
T1
=
(
2γM1
2 − (γ − 1)) (γ − 1)M12 + 2
(γ + 1)2M12
(3.10)
M2
2 =
2 + (γ − 1)M12
2γM12 − (γ − 1) (3.11)
8As is well known, only the upper part of the hyperbola represents possible states, as a consequence of the second
principle of thermodynamics.
9In [1] there is an error in equation 3.10 (an exponent is missing).
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Figure 3.2: Shock adiabatic for a polytropic perfect gas
In the case of strong shock waves, where (γ − 1)p2 >> (γ + 1)p1, the above equations can be
simplified to
V2
V1
=
ρ1
ρ2
=
(γ − 1)
(γ + 1)
(3.12)
T2
T1
=
(γ − 1)p2
(γ + 1)p1
(3.13)
Reflection of a shock wave from a solid wall From the above relations and the appropriate velocity
boundary condition at the wall one obtains10
p3
p2
=
(3γ − 1)p2 − (γ − 1)p1
(γ − 1)p2 + (γ + 1)p1 (3.14)
where p1 is the pressure before the incident shock wave, p2 the pressure behind it and p3 the
pressure behind the reflected shock wave.
Non-steady rarefaction wave An isentropic expansion joining a region where a gas is at rest to
a region where the gas has constant velocity is a solution of the Euler equations and is commonly
known as a non-steady rarefaction wave. If the suffix 0 refers to the gas at rest, from the continuity
and Euler equations specialized to this particular case one obtains
ρT
1
1−γ = constant (3.15)
10In [1] there is an error in equation 3.14 (a wrong sign in the denominator).
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ρ = ρ0
(
c
c0
)
2
γ−1 (3.16)
c = c0 − 1
2
(γ − 1)|v| (3.17)
ρ = ρ0
(
1− 1
2
(γ − 1) |v|
c0
)
2
γ−1 (3.18)
p = p0
(
1− 1
2
(γ − 1) |v|
c0
)
2γ
γ−1 (3.19)
and, after replacing in the appropriate solution11 of the equations xt = v ± c,
|v| = 2
γ + 1
(
c0 − x
t
)
(3.20)
It must be noted that the applicability of this solution is subjected to the possibility of satisfying
the appropriate boundary conditions.
Detonation In a detonation wave the temperature rise induced by the moving shock wave is suffi-
cient to ignite the gas mixture as the shock wave moves; combustion is then propagated at the velocity
of the shock. The combustion reaction proceeds for a characteristic time tburn. If the length covered
by the shock-wave in the time tburn is much smaller than the characteristic length of the problem,
it is evidently possible to approximate the advancing detonation front by a surface of discontinuity
separating the burned and unburned gas. In particular, in this approximation equation 3.6 still holds.
Since equation 3.5 is valid not only for the initial and final state, but also for the intermediate
states, it is possible to describe the variation of the state of the gas through the detonation as shown
in Figure 3.3.
The unburned gas, represented by the point a on the adiabatic relative to the unburned gas, is
compressed by a shock wave up to point d. The very narrow high-pressure gas layer in the detonation
front that corresponds to point d is commonly known as the Von-Neumann pressure spike. The
chemical reaction begins in the compressed gas, heat is evolved and pressure decreases; the gas state
moves along the chord da to point c on the burned gas adiabatic, which is reached when combustion
is complete12. It is interesting to notice that, differently from the case of a simple shock wave, a
detonation wave can be such that the flow behind it is sonic. This is the case if combustion proceeds
to point O, which is called Chapman-Jouguet point. This type of detonation is relevant because it
can be shown that in a number of important cases (such as in the following light wall and heavy wall
approximations) the detonation wave corresponds exactly to this condition.
The following relations can be derived13 from the shock adiabatic for a polytropic gas (in the
frame where the discontinuity is at rest), if one sets w = w0 + γpVγ−1 and q = w01−w02. It is assumed
that the detonation is at the Chapman-Jouguet point, so j2 = c2
2
V22
= γ2p2V2 . For completeness the
burned gas (suffix 2) is distinguished from the unburned gas (suffix 1)14.
11The choice of the sign is equivalent to picking an orientation for the x axis.
12It can be easily seen that the point that correctly represents the final state is c and not b, as in b the flow behind the
shockwave would have to be supersonic.
13Cf. [1] for a detailed mathematical proof.
14In the following the gas will be assumed to have the same properties before and after detonation, as stated in
subsection3.1.1
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Figure 3.3: Detonation adiabatic for a polytropic perfect gas
v1 =
√
1
2
(γ2 − 1) [(γ2 + 1) q + (γ1 + γ2) cv1T1] +
√
1
2
(γ2 + 1) [(γ2 − 1) q + (γ2 − γ1) cv1T1]
(3.21)
p2
p1
=
v1
2 + (γ1 − 1) cv1T1
(γ2 + 1) (γ1 − 1) cv1T1 (3.22)
V2
V1
=
γ2
[
v1
2 + (γ1 − 1) cv1T1
]
(γ2 + 1) v12
(3.23)
since v2 = V2v1V1 ,
v2 =
√
1
2
(γ2 − 1) [(γ2 + 1) q + (γ1 + γ2) cv1T1]+γ2 − 1
γ2 + 1
√
1
2
(γ2 + 1) [(γ2 − 1) q + (γ2 − γ1) cv1T1]
(3.24)
The difference v1 − v2 is the velocity of the explosive products relative to the unburned gas
v1 − v2 =
√
2
(γ2 + 1)
[(γ2 − 1) q + (γ2 − γ1) cv1T1] (3.25)
The temperature can be calculated from
cv2T2 =
p2V2
γ2 − 1 =
v2
2
γ2 (γ2 − 1) (3.26)
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3.1.4 Gas density
The unburned gas is initially assumed equal to be at ambient temperature and pressure (105Pa and
300K) and the solution of the detonation is provided as a reference. The results cannot, however, be
expected to be quantitatively similar to those pertaining to the detonation of a condensed explosive
(which has a much higher density). For this reason the problem is solved for a much denser gas (103
times the density), obtained with a reduction of the initial temperature by a factor of 103. This is
obviously a mathematical artifact; however, it should not be expected that the difference in initial
temperature significantly impacts the nature of the problem, as it is always β << 1 (cf. subsection
3.1.2). The approximation that the ambient pressure is much smaller than the detonation pressure
becomes in this case strongly justified15. In the following the gas at ambient pressure and temperature
will be called standard gas, while the denser gas will be called dense gas.
3.1.5 Light wall approximation
The light wall approximation corresponds to the case of α << 1; in this case a value of α = 1.43×
10−3 is assumed (for both the standard and the dense gases). The solution can be easily obtained
from the formulas listed in subsection 3.1.3 if one notices that the detonation must proceed at the
Chapman-Jouguet point. This follows from the fact that the expansion behind the detonation wave
(required in order to satisfy the fixed-pressure boundary condition) would otherwise overtake it (if
the detonation proceeds to a point above O on the detonation adiabatic of Figure 3.3, the flow behind
it is subsonic, cf. [1]). It can be seen that, with the assumptions of subsection 3.1.1, the problem is
characterized by a one-dimensional similarity flow.
The scheme of Figure 3.4 shows the structure of the flow during the detonation. A detonation
wave, moving through the gas with velocity v1, brings it to velocity v2 and pressure p2 behind it (cf.
equations 3.21, 3.22 and 3.24). The gas subsequently expands to the left through a rarefaction wave to
ambient pressure p1 (cf. equation 3.19) and velocity v3. It must be noted that there is a constant flow
region between the end of the rarefaction wave and the left wall16. The width of this region increases
with the local velocity of sound c3 relative to the gas. When the detonation wave reaches the end of
the gas, a second rarefaction wave forces the pressure boundary condition at the right wall and brings
the gas to v4. It can be seen that both the rarefaction wave to the left and that to the right result in
the same velocity difference vˆ with respect to v2 (cf. equation 3.19), but that the values add in one
case and subtract in the other; the velocity difference in the moving walls at this instant is then 2vˆ,
since v3 = v2 − vˆ and v4 = v2 + vˆ. The coordinate of the point at zero velocity varies with velocity
v5 = v1 − v2(v1−v3−c3)v2−v3 .
The 2vˆ velocity difference resulting from the expansion waves to the left and to the right is the
core feature of the inertial confinement effect in the light wall approximation. From a quantitative
point of view, the expansion wave reflections following the end of detonation must also be kept into
consideration (cf. 3.2), but the qualitative picture is not changed by the pressure equalization inside
the burned gas.
15It is not particularly accurate for mass acceleration with the detonation of a gas in standard conditions, as the pressure
of the burned gas soon becomes comparable to the pressure formed behind the shock wave outside the accelerating masses.
16This fact will be easily understood if one reasons in terms of a characteristics diagram; the constant pressure information
is introduced from the left boundary at the local velocity of sound.
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of velocity and pressure distributions at the end of detonation (not in scale) in the
light wall approximation (α << 1)
The following plots show the pressure and velocity distributions at the end of detonation for both
the standard and the dense gas models. The unburned gas initially occupies the region with value of
the normalized coordinate between zero and one; in the analysis the reference length is assumed to
be 1 m (the fact that the flow is self-similar means that its structure depends only on velocities; in
this case the normalized coordinate can be interpreted as if measured in meters; generalization of the
results to arbitrary lengths comes straightforward from the results of subsection 3.1.2).
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Figure 3.5: Velocity distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.6: Pressure distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.7: Temperature distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, standard gas
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Dense gas
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Figure 3.8: Velocity distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.9: Pressure distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, dense gas
The effect of the density increase on the result agrees with the considerations of subsection 3.1.4;
the maximum temperature, and velocity behind the detonation wave is approximately the same for
both the standard and the dense gases (since it is β << 1). The pressure, however, is increased (of a
factor approximately proportional to the density increase, cf. equation 3.22). The expansion velocity
to the left is increased for the dense gas as a result of the increased pressure ratio in the expansion
wave. The greater expansion further reduces temperature; for this reason the constant flow region
adjoining the expansion wave is narrower in the case of the dense gas.
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Figure 3.10: Temperature distribution after detonation, light wall approximation, dense gas
3.1.6 Heavy wall approximation
The heavy wall approximation corresponds to the case of α >> 1; in this case a value of α =
5.08×102 is assumed (both for the standard and the dense gases). The solution can be easily obtained
from the formulas listed in subsection 3.1.3, since also in this case the detonation must proceed at the
Chapman-Jouguet point. The reason is that an expansion wave is required behind the detonation wave
in order to satisfy the fixed wall17 boundary condition. As in the light wall approximation, this wave
would otherwise overtake the detonation wave. The problem is characterized by a one-dimensional
similarity flow.
The scheme of Figure 3.11 shows the structure of the flow during the detonation. A detonation
wave, moving through the gas with velocity v1, brings it to velocity v2 and pressure p2 behind it (cf.
equations 3.21, 3.22 and 3.24). The gas subsequently expands through a rarefaction wave to zero
velocity (cf. equation 3.19). The width of the region at zero velocity increases with the local velocity
of sound c3 relative to the gas. When the detonation wave reaches the end of the gas, a shock wave
is reflected back from the right wall; the gas behind the reflected wave is at pressure p4 (cf. equation
3.14) and zero velocity.
The asymmetry resulting from the fact that the gas behind the detonation wave has a nonzero ve-
locity is the core feature of inertial confinement also in the heavy wall approximation. Here, however,
the mechanism is different; there is a pressure decrease behind the detonation wave and a pressure
increase where the wave is reflected. This means that the wall were the wave is reflected is initially
accelerated more than the other wall. The reflected shock wave will eventually reach the other wall
and be reflected there as well, bouncing back and forth and losing strength until pressure is equalized;
the asymmetry then depends on the whole reflection pattern. It can be seen that, in the limit of heavy
masses, the asymmetry is zero (the pressure equalization time is much smaller than the time required
to significantly accelerate the masses, as shown in 3.2).
The following plots show the pressure and velocity distributions at the end of detonation for both
the standard and the dense gas models. The unburned gas occupies the region with value of the
17The meaning of the heavy wall approximation is that the characteristic acceleration time for the walls is much higher
than the time required to complete detonation.
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Figure 3.11: Scheme of velocity and pressure distributions at the end of detonation (not in scale) in
the heavy wall approximation (α >> 1)
normalized coordinate between zero and one; in the analysis the reference length is assumed to be
1 m (the fact that the flow is self-similar means that its structure depends only on velocities; in this
case the normalized coordinate can be interpreted as if measured in meters; generalization of the
results to arbitrary lengths comes straightforward from the results of subsection 3.1.2).
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Figure 3.12: Velocity distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.13: Pressure distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.14: Temperature distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, standard gas
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Dense gas
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Figure 3.15: Velocity distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.16: Pressure distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, dense gas
The effect of the density increase on the result is quite simple in the heavy wall approximation,
as the structure of the flow is simpler. The temperature and velocity distributions are approximately
the same for both the standard and the dense gases (since it is β << 1). The pressure is increased
of a factor approximately proportional to the density increase (cf. equation 3.22). The zero velocity
region adjoining the expansion wave is approximately the same for the standard and dense gases, as
the velocity of sound is very similar.
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Figure 3.17: Temperature distribution after detonation, heavy wall approximation, dense gas
3.2 Numerical solution of the expansion
3.2.1 Numerical model
The analytic solution of the detonation shown above is used as the initial condition for a Euler equa-
tion solver, in order to analyze the kinetic energy transfer to the accelerated masses. The velocity
of the side walls is computed as a function of time in the light and heavy wall approximations. The
pressure distribution inside the gas shows the behavior of the pressure equalization mechanism during
the expansion and of the resulting momentum transfer.
The boundary conditions on the model are the same as for the analytic solution (constant pressure
on the outer side of the masses, cf. subsection 3.1.1). A short description of the numerical solver
and of the method used to force the boundary conditions is given here. More detailed considerations
about Euler solvers can be found in [5]. The code for the program is written in in C; preprocessing of
initial conditions and postprocessing of results use Mathematica 8.0 language (Wolfram). The code
is listed in Appendix A.1 as a reference.
Numerical method
A conservative method is chosen; the hyperbolic nature of the problem forces to employ non-centered
numerical schemes in order to avoid instability. For this reasons a finite volumes method based on the
FVS (Flux Vector Splitting) method is used. This is based on the first-order upwind CIR (Courant,
Isaacson, Rees) method, applied in the form of conservation laws (cf. [5]).
The basic idea of the CIR method is to decenter the stencil depending on the direction of propa-
gation of perturbation inside the domain; as an example, for the equation
ut = aux (3.27)
if one defines
a+ =
a+ |a|
2
a− =
a− |a|
2
c+ =
∆ta+
∆x
c− =
∆ta−
∆x
(3.28)
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where c+ e c− are the CFL (Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy) numbers relative to positive and negative
wave propagation velocities, the CIR scheme can be written in a general form as
un+1i = u
n
i − c+ (uni − uni−1)− c− (uni+1 − uni) (3.29)
The stability of the method is linked, according to Von Neumann stability analysis, to the condi-
tion |c| < 1.
Taking now into consideration a nonlinear system of hyperbolic equations in the form of conser-
vation laws, such as
U t + F (U)x = 0 (3.30)
The fact that the system is hyperbolic allows to diagonalize the matrix A = ∂F∂U as A = KΛK
−1
where Λ is diagonal. At this point, once the negative and positive parts of the eigenvalues are defined
as λi+ =
λi+|λi|
2 e λi
− = λi−|λi|2 the flux F is split in the following way
F = F+ (U) + F− (U) (3.31)
where the λi+ and the λi− are, respectively, the eigenvalues of A+ = ∂F
+
∂U and of A
− = ∂F
−
∂U .
If F can be written asA (U)U (this is the case with Euler equations), the splitting can be obtained
by simply decomposing the matrix A = KΛK−1.
For the Euler equations the following relation holds
A =

0
(γ−3)u2
2
(γ−2)u3
2 − a
2u
γ−1
1
(3− γ)u
(3−2γ)u2
2 +
a2
(γ−1)
0
γ − 1
γu
 (3.32)
where U =
 ρρu
ρE
 and F (U) =

ρu
ρu2 + p
ρu
(
E + pρ
)
.
The system is hyperbolic with eigenvalues λ1 = u− a, λ2 = u e λ3 = u+ a. It turns out that the
components of F can be written (Steger-Warming splitting) as
F ζ =
ρ
2γ
 λ
ζ
1 + 2(γ − 1)λζ2 + λζ3
(u− a)λζ1 + 2(γ − 1)uλζ2 + (u+ a)λζ3
(h− ua)λζ1 + (γ − 1)u2λζ2 + (h+ ua)λζ3
 (3.33)
where h = + v
2
2 +
p
ρ = E +
p
ρ is the specific enthalpy and the index ζ can assume the values +
or −.
In conclusion, the following explicit conservative scheme is used to solve the problem
Un+1i = U
n
i −
∆t
∆x
(
F i+ 1
2
− F i− 1
2
)
(3.34)
where the FVS flux is F i+ 1
2
= F+i (U
n
i )+F
−
i+1
(
Uni+1
)
and the notation has the meaning defined
above.
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Boundary conditions
The problem has to be solved with moving boundaries; a constant pressure is imposed on the outside
and the walls are supposed impermeable and adiabatic. The cells in which the domain is divided vary
their length with time. More precisely, the outer cells (at the boundary of the domain) are allowed
to deform, so that the walls always coincide with the boundary of the outer cells and the total cell
number stays constant. This method allows to maintain a constant relative spatial resolution in time.
At every time step the outer cells are deformed; the problem is solved with the method described
above and the cells are subsequently all resized to the same dimension with an integral averaging
operation (which preserves the conservativity ).
1 2
3
Figure 3.18: Scheme of the technique employed for treating boundary conditions with moving bound-
aries
It is necessary to derive an expression for the fluxes at the outer cells; in the following they are
derived for the cell at the left boundary (the right boundary is completely similar).
Considering the mass flux, for a generic volume
d
dt
∫
ρ dV = −
∮
ρv ∗ dS +
∮
ρvs ∗ dS (3.35)
where vs is the surface velocity; in the following the variables corresponding to the left and right
sides of the cell are denoted with the suffixes l and r, such as in vl and vr. It follows that
d
dt
[ρ0 (xr − xl)] = −ρnr vnr + ρnl vnl + ρnr vnsr − ρnl vnsl (3.36)
at the side boundary vnsl = v
n
s holds; replacing and expanding to the first order x
n+1
0 = x
n
0 +v
n
sl∆t
e xn+11 = x
n
1 + v
n
sr∆t it follows that
ρn+10 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0
∆x
∆t
+ ρnr (v
n
sr − vnr )
]
(3.37)
deforming the mesh as explained above, vnsr = 0, so
ρn+10 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0
∆x
∆t
− Fnρr
]
(3.38)
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since it can be noted that −ρnr vnr is the flux of the considered variable through the right side of
the cell and can thus be expressed with the FVS method, as described in subsection 3.2.1.
Considering the momentum flux, reasoning in a similar way one obtains[
d
dt
∫
ρvdV
]
k
= −
∮
(pδik + ρvivk) dSk +
∮
ρvkvsi ∗ dSi (3.39)
d
dt
[ρ0v0 (xr − xl)] = −pnr − ρnr (vnr ) 2 + pnl + ρnl (vnl ) 2 + ρnr vnsrvnd − ρnl vnslvns (3.40)
and, with the same assumptions regarding mesh deformation,
ρn+10 v
n+1
0 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0v
n
0
∆x
∆t
+ pnl − pnr − ρnr (vnr ) 2
]
(3.41)
ρn+10 v
n+1
0 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0v
n
0
∆x
∆t
+ pnl − Fnρvr
]
(3.42)
Considering the energy flux,
d
dt
∫
ρEdV = −
∮ (
h+
v2
2
)
ρv ∗ dS +
∮
ρEvl ∗ dS (3.43)
d
dt
[ρ0E0 (xr − xl)] = −ρnr vnr
(
hnr +
(vnr )
2
2
)
++ρnl v
n
l
(
hnl +
(vnl )
2
2
)
+ ρnr v
n
srE
n
d − ρnl vnslEns
(3.44)
and, with the same assumptions,
ρn+10 E
n+1
0 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0E
n
0
∆x
∆t
+ pnl v
n
l − ρnr vnr
(
hnr +
(vnr )
2
2
)]
(3.45)
ρn+10 E
n+1
0 =
1
∆xn
∆t + v
n
sr − vnsl
[
ρn0E
n
0
∆x
∆t
+ pnl v
n
l − FnρEr
]
(3.46)
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3.2.2 Light wall approximation
The following plots show the displacement of the walls as a function of time in the light wall approx-
imation and the relative pressure distribution inside the expanding gas for both the standard and the
dense case. It will be useful in the following to compare the results at 1 characteristic length distance
(1 m in this case); for this reason data is provided below for a 10−3 s simulation time after the end of
detonation.
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Figure 3.19: Displacement of the left wall as a function of time compared with motion at the analyti-
cally computed initial expansion velocity, light wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.20: Displacement of the right wall as a function of time compared with motion at the ana-
lytically computed initial expansion velocity, light wall approximation, standard gas
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Figure 3.21: Pressure distribution as a function of time, light wall approximation, standard gas
Dense gas
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Figure 3.22: Displacement of the left wall as a function of time compared with motion at the analyti-
cally computed initial expansion velocity, light wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.23: Displacement of the right wall as a function of time compared with motion at the ana-
lytically computed initial expansion velocity, light wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.24: Pressure distribution as a function of time, light wall approximation, dense gas
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3.2.3 Heavy wall approximation
The following plots show the displacement of the walls as a function of time in the heavy wall ap-
proximation and the relative pressure distribution inside the expanding gas for both the standard and
the dense case. It can be seen that the pressure is practically equalized for a time t = 10−2 s from
the end of detonation and so the following simulations are referred to this time length. In addition it
will be useful later, in order to compare the results at 1 reference length distance (1 m in this case),
to simulate a longer expansion for the dense case; data for a 10−1 s simulation is shown below.
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Figure 3.25: Displacement of the left wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation
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Figure 3.26: Displacement of the right wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation
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Figure 3.27: Pressure distribution as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, standard gas
Dense gas
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Figure 3.28: Displacement of the left wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.29: Displacement of the right wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense
gas
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Figure 3.30: Pressure distribution as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense gas
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Figure 3.31: Displacement of the left wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense
gas, 10−1 s simulation
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Figure 3.32: Displacement of the right wall as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense
gas, 10−1 s simulation
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Figure 3.33: Pressure distribution for t = 10−1 s, light wall approximation, dense gas
3.3 Analysis of results for the one-dimensional case
The qualitative features of the inertially-induced asymmetry in the kinetic energy of the accelerated
walls is outlined in section 3.1; the fact that the gas has a velocity behind the detonation wave with
respect to the unburned condition translates into a different behavior at the boundaries (which are
initially at zero relative velocity). In the case of light walls, practically all the asymmetry is introduced
in a single sweep of the gas by the detonation wave; if the walls are heavier, multiple reflections can
take place during the acceleration process and tend to equalize the pressure.
It can be seen that, with the usual assumptions at the boundary (cf. subsection 3.1.1), the walls are
with good approximation not slowed down by the external pressure for expansion lengths comparable
with the reference length (the distance between walls before detonation). This is more accurate, as it
could be expected, for the dense gas case, where the pressure after detonation is higher (cf. Figures
3.19, 3.20, 3.22, 3.23 and Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6).
The expansion in the heavy wall approximation is almost symmetrical and becomes progressively
more symmetrical as the expansion progresses.
As mentioned above, if the walls are heavy there are multiple reflections of the pressure peak
during the acceleration of the walls; it can be expected that the asymmetry in the kinetic energy of
the walls decreases when the mass of the walls increases. The light and heavy wall approximation are
useful cases to understand the nature of the problem and test the performance of numerical solvers, as
an analytic solution can be derived. However, it cannot be expected that the light and heavy approx-
imations are representative of practical applications. For this reason it is necessary to understand the
dependence of kinetic energy on α.
From an engineering point of view, the important feature of the inertial confinement process is
the total kinetic energy acquired by one of the masses (the one-dimensional equivalent of directional
actuation in a three-dimensional configuration). It is not convenient to enhance asymmetry, if the
corresponding mass reduction translates into an actual energy loss. The numerical results of Chapter
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5 allow to compare the kinetic energy of the accelerated masses for intermediate values of α.
Time(s) vleft(
m
s ) vright(
m
s ) ∆xleft(m) ∆xright(m)
5 ∗ 10−5 −2220 4470 −0.111 0.218
1 ∗ 10−4 −2230 4450 −0.222 0.441
2 ∗ 10−4 −2220 4290 −0.444 0.879
5 ∗ 10−4 −2220 3890 −1.11 2.10
1 ∗ 10−3 −2220 3420 −2.22 3.92
Table 3.2: Velocity and displacement of walls as a function of time, light wall approximation, standard
gas
Time(s) vleft(
m
s ) vright(
m
s ) ∆xleft(m) ∆xright(m)
5 ∗ 10−5 −5200 6300 −0.256 0.302
1 ∗ 10−4 −5200 6400 −0.513 0.619
2 ∗ 10−4 −5200 6700 −1.03 1.28
5 ∗ 10−4 −5100 7200 −2.57 3.39
1 ∗ 10−3 −5100 7400 −5.13 7.10
Table 3.3: Velocity and displacement of walls as a function of time, light wall approximation, dense
gas
Time(s) vleft(
m
s ) vright(
m
s ) ∆xleft(m) ∆xright(m)
5 ∗ 10−4 −0.560 1.46 −1.57 ∗ 10−4 5.13 ∗ 10−4
1 ∗ 10−3 −2.01 2.08 −9.03 ∗ 10−4 1.43 ∗ 10−3
2 ∗ 10−3 −3.79 4.19 −3.75 ∗ 10−3 4.79 ∗ 10−3
5 ∗ 10−3 −9.26 9.54 −2.36 ∗ 10−2 2.59 ∗ 10−2
1 ∗ 10−2 −17.18 17.7 −9.06 ∗ 10−2 9.52 ∗ 10−2
Table 3.4: Velocity and displacement of walls as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, stan-
dard gas
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Time(s) vleft(
m
s ) vright(
m
s ) ∆xleft(m) ∆xright(m)
5 ∗ 10−4 −0.570 1.47 −1.58 ∗ 10−4 5.17 ∗ 10−4
1 ∗ 10−3 −2.02 2.11 −8.96 ∗ 10−4 1.44 ∗ 10−3
2 ∗ 10−3 −3.76 4.24 −3.75 ∗ 10−3 4.81 ∗ 10−3
5 ∗ 10−3 −9.27 9.61 −2.36 ∗ 10−2 2.60 ∗ 10−2
1 ∗ 10−2 −17.30 17.8 −9.09 ∗ 10−2 9.55 ∗ 10−2
Table 3.5: Velocity and displacement of walls as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense
gas
Time(s) vleft(
m
s ) vright(
m
s ) ∆xleft(m) ∆xright(m)
5 ∗ 10−3 −9.27 9.61 −2.36 ∗ 10−2 2.60 ∗ 10−2
1 ∗ 10−2 −17.3 17.8 −9.09 ∗ 10−2 9.55 ∗ 10−2
2 ∗ 10−2 −29.1 29.5 −3.28 ∗ 10−1 3.37 ∗ 10−1
5 ∗ 10−2 −44.1 44.6 −1.47 1.50
1 ∗ 10−1 −51.8 52.2 −3.91 3.95
Table 3.6: Velocity and displacement of walls as a function of time, heavy wall approximation, dense
gas, 10−1 s simulation
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Chapter 4
Validation of commercial numerical code
The general three-dimensional problem of gas detonation is quite complex even with strong simpli-
fications and makes an analytic approach extremely difficult; a numerical approach is required. The
creation of dedicated code for three-dimensional detonation simulation is beyond the scope of this
work. A commercial numerical solver will be employed, specifically ABAQUS/CAE 6.11-1 FEM
software from Dassault Syste`mes.
4.1 Numerical solver
The explicit dynamics ABAQUS solver employs a centered first-order finite-difference explicit Euler
method. It is possible to perform eulerian, eulerian-lagrangian, ALE or lagrangian analyses; in the
following the eulerian and eulerian-lagrangian formulations will be used. The eulerian computing do-
main is discretized with an hexahedral mesh of EC3D8R 8-node three-dimensional eulerian elements.
Solid bodies are meshed with suitable lagrangian elements.
Multi-phase eulerian flow is solved with a volume-fraction method that averages the properties
of the materials (or void) across each element. Artificial viscosity (linear and quadratic in the strain
rate) is used to dampen high frequency oscillations. Eulerian-lagrangian simulations treat interfaces
with an immersed boundaries method.
The explicit solver supports detonation modeling; two detonation models are implemented, a
geometrical detonation point algorithm and an ignition and growth model.
The first approach is simpler: it is assumed that the conditions behind the detonation wave are
constant, independently of geometry and boundary conditions. If this assumption holds, it is easy
to compute the position of the detonation front initiated from predetermined detonation points, as its
position is determined by the distance from the detonation points. The detonation front is distributed
across 5 elements to avoid numerical issues; the Von-Neumann spike and subsequent transition by
combustion to the burned gas adiabatic is obviously not resolved. This approach is commonly used
in literature, as it is quite robust and easy to control. The underlying assumption is obviously that
boundary-induced deviations from the Chapman-Jouguet point are negligible. It must be noted that,
although this is experimentally a good approximation for well-behaved simple configurations, there
is no physical reason that forces the detonation to proceed in those conditions for arbitrary configu-
rations. An experimental investigation of problems related to this conceptual approach, which also
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takes into consideration the potential limitations of isotropic equations of state, can be found in [20].
The ignition and growth model, on the other hand, takes into consideration the physical process
of formation of a detonation wave, modeling the kinetics of combustion and the physical properties of
both the reacted and unreacted explosive. In line of principle, this approach can allow a more detailed
description of the detonation process; nevertheless, it requires a very complex model with a large set
of experimentally determined parameters. It is practically very difficult to obtain reliable values for
these parameters; moreover, it is not straightforward to understand the output of such a complicated
model. For this reasons the simpler geometrical approach will be adopted in the following.
The detonating material is described with a JWL equation of state, while accelerated masses are
modeled as steel with a Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state. More details about this equations are given
in Chapter 6. It can be noted that the JWL equation of state includes the detonating perfect gas
equation as a particular case.
4.2 Validation
Testing is required in order to assess the reliability of the solver; the problem is potentially very
complex, as the code models the entire detonation process. A one-dimensional eulerian-lagrangian
simulation is performed in order to compare the results with the analytic approach explained in section
3.1. A three-dimensional eulerian simulation is subsequently performed to test the performance of
the solver in more realistic configurations.
The one-dimensional side-detonation case allows to assess the accuracy of the JWL model (sim-
plified to a perfect gas), of the detonation model and of the boundary conditions in the eulerian-
lagrangian formulation.
The three-dimensional case models a strong explosion (in the sense of the strong shock-wave
approximation) of a TNT sphere in air. Results are compared with Sedov’s analytic self-similar
solution for the strong point explosion (cf. [3]). This test aims to verify the accuracy of the solver in
complex models with non-trivial geometry.
4.2.1 One-dimensional test
The simple one-dimensional case of Chapter 3 is analyzed in the light and heavy wall approximations.
Results are compared with the analytic solution at the end of detonation. The gas is modeled with a
JWL equation specialized to the perfect gas case. Pressure and velocity distributions for the analytic
and numerical solutions of the detonation are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
It can be seen that the two solutions are close; the agreement improves with mesh refinement.
There are slight differences where the solution is not smooth (weak discontinuities), as a result of
the fact that in the detonation model the detonation front is distributed across multiple elements (cf.
section 4.1); the improvement related to mesh refinement is a consequence of this feature.
It should be noted that, in order to obtain a solution for which the light wall approximation is
valid, it must be α << 1. The problem is very sensitive to mass variations when α is very small, and
extremely low values of αmust be used in order to obtain a solution that agrees with the analytic light
wall approximation.
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The model is quite robust with respect to variations of the numerical viscosity parameters and of
mesh size and refinement.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of analytical and simulated pressure distribution at the end of detonation,
light wall approximation
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of analytical and simulated velocity distribution at the end of detonation,
light wall approximation
4.2.2 Three-dimensional test
It is necessary to assess the performance of the solver in more complex configurations, in order to be
able to make reasonable prediction of detonation behavior in experimental conditions. In Chapter 8
directional quarter-symmetric detonation of a sphere is simulated; a similar problem with a known
solution, preferably analytic, is required to test the global accuracy of meshing and boundary condi-
tions, of interface and detonation modeling (volume fraction method)and of shock wave propagation.
Moreover, the numerical method employed does not strictly conserve energy; it must be assured that
the whole detonation and expansion process does not present any numerical issues.
The explosion of a small sphere of TNT in air is analyzed and the propagation of the detonation
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of analytical and simulated pressure distribution at the end of detonation,
heavy wall approximation
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of analytical and simulated velocity distribution at the end of detonation,
heavy wall approximation
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front is compared with Sedov’s solution for the strong point explosion in a perfect gas. The model
is here considered as the numerical equivalent of an experimental result; the comparison with the
analytic simplified solution gives information on a complex model where many sources of error can
potentially appear.
Sedov’s solution for the strong point explosion
If one considers the propagation of a spherical shock wave resulting from the instantaneous release
of an amount of energy E at a point in a perfect gas, dimensional considerations allow to describe
the flow analytically (cf. [3]) in a region sufficiently close to the point, where the shock wave can be
considered strong (p2p1 >>
(γ+1)
(γ−1) , cf. section 3.1). However, the integration of the flow equation in
this assumptions is quite laborious. In this case the model validation will be limited to a comparison
of the position of the shock wave as a function of time.
If the shock wave is strong, p2 can be neglected compared to p1 and ρ1ρ2 =
(γ−1)
(γ+1) (cf. equation
3.12). If γ is fixed the problem depends only onE and ρ1. From this parameters and the two variables
r and t the only dimensionless combination that can be formed is
ξ = r
( ρ1
Et2
)
1
5 (4.1)
the position r0 of the shock wave must be a function of ξ, and, since there is only one variable
with the measure of length (r), r0 must correspond to a constant value of ξ, that is
r0 = ξ0
(
Et2
ρ1
)
1
5 (4.2)
By writing the equations for centrally-symmetrical adiabatic gas flow in dimensionless form and
imposing the conservation of energy, it can be shown (cf. [1]) that, for a gas with γ = 75 , it is
ξ0 = 1.033. This gives at once the position of the shock as a function of time in a perfect gas.
It cannot, of course, be expected that the analytic model corresponds perfectly to the model of a
TNT sphere of finite dimension; in particular, the early stages of shock propagation will be fundamen-
tally different. Moreover, the assumption of strong shock means that the model will lose its validity
when the shock distance is sufficiently large compared with the initial radius of the TNT sphere1.
This is so since, if one differentiates equation 4.2 with respect to time and considers that for a
strong shock v2 − v1 (the velocity of the gas behind the shock) is proportional to v1 , it can be seen
that v2 − v1 ∝ r− 32 . As the expansion progresses the shock wave approximates to a sound wave and
it is then obviously v2 − v1 ∝ r−2.
The model should then be expected to reasonably agree with the analytic solution in an intermedi-
ate range of values, where the distance from the center of the explosion is sufficiently large to neglect
the initial radius of the explosive sphere, but the strong shock approximation is still valid.
A possible solution to improve the validity of the strong shock approximation could be to increase
the energy density of the explosive material. This, however, does not provide significant change un-
less the energy increase is substantial (i.e. not representative of real detonating materials). Moreover,
1It should also be kept in mind that experimental coefficients for the JWL equation are commonly derived from cylinder
expansion test data and are valid for expansion ratios of the order of 10. Nevertheless, the JWL equation tends asymptot-
ically to the perfect gas equation, so this cannot be expected to introduce significant error in the comparison with Sedov’s
solution (which neglects the presence of explosive products and considers all the domain to be filled with a perfect gas).
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this could introduce errors as a result of the fact that the numerical method is not strictly conservative;
substantially higher gradients would require a very thin mesh (for the purpose of this work this might
constitute a problem, as the size of the model will be an important constraint in the following). For
this reasons the explosive material chosen is representative of actual chemical explosives (TNT with
a JWL equation of state in this case). The input file for the model is provided in Appendix A.2.
A comparison of the shock wave position as a function of the radius is shown in figure 4.8. The
entity of the model error is visible. It can be seen, however, that the error decreases with the expansion
in the expansion range considered (as mentioned above, the asymptotic behavior is different). It must
be stressed that the Sedov solution has not been fitted to the numerical solution at any point; it is
directly derived from the condition that the energy E has to be equal to the energy contained in the
TNT sphere.
The initial position difference in the shock can be understood if one considers that the propagation
mechanism in the early stages of the motion is completely different (the medium is different and
the energy is not immediately available at t = 0 for the finite-size TNT sphere). The fact that
the error is greatly reduced with distance (to within 5%, cf. Figures 4.7 and 4.8) while the strong
shock approximation is still fairly accurate is taken as a confirmation of the accuracy of the solver in
the modeling of detonation for the eulerian three-dimensional quarter-symmetric case with material
interfaces.
Figure 4.5: Mesh detail, TNT explosive Figure 4.6: Mesh, computing domain
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Figure 4.7: Density image of the detonation front at 16 radii distance; the deviation from the strong
shock approximation is apparent (for γ = 1.4 the density ratio is 6 for the strong shock approximation.
The initial density for air is 1.161 kg
m3
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Figure 4.8: Relative shock wave position error between Sedov’s solution for the point explosion and
numerical model of a real TNT sphere
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Chapter 5
Influence of ignition point and liner mass
on energy transfer for the
one-dimensional case
As stated above, the light and heavy wall approximations cannot be reasonably thought as represen-
tative of practical configurations. It is necessary to analyze the problem for intermediate values of the
parameter α.
A conventional expansion distance or time has to be chosen, in order to compute the value of the
kinetic energy (which depends on the amount of expansion). One could set the external pressure to
zero and let the masses expand asymptotically or choose a reference time or distance for the com-
parison. It is not very meaningful, from a physical point of view, to compare results at fixed time,
as the characteristic acceleration time mainly depends on the parameter α that is varied. Comparing
results at fixed distance is more representative of the actual problem, since in real three-dimensional
configurations the expansion is effectively stopped by divergence effects at distances greater than the
characteristic length (e.g. diameter) of the detonating material.
Here the results are compared when the target wall has moved from the initial position for a
distance equal to the initial distance between the walls. The dense gas model (cf. subsection 3.1.4) is
used, in order to meaningfully compare the results to the case of real explosives (cf. section 6.3).
5.1 Analysis of results for the one-dimensional case with α ∼ 1
It can be seen from Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 that the problem is very sensitive to α in a neighborhood
of α = 0.3. In the following the ratio KfastKslow of the kinetic energy of the fast wall (per unit area) (the
one that is intended to be accelerated) to the kinetic energy of the slow wall will be called energetic
asymmetry coefficient; the ratio of the kinetic energy of the fast wall Kfast to the total energy of the
explosive qρl will be called energy efficiency coefficient.
The asymmetry coefficient decreases when α increases; this could be expected, as the problem
tends to the symmetric solution if the characteristic acceleration time of the walls is much longer than
the pressure equalization time for the explosive products. The very sharp decrease in the asymmetry
coefficient for α ' 0.3 is influenced by the fact that the distance at which results are compared is fixed
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(in an arbitrary way); the pressure equalization is discrete in nature (it takes place with successive re-
flections of a wave from the walls). Nevertheless, a very sharp decrease of the asymmetry coefficient
in similar conditions is to be expected for three-dimensional configurations as a consequence of di-
vergence effects (which, as stated above, strongly reduce acceleration for distances large with respect
to the diameter of the detonating material).
The efficiency coefficient increases with α; it asymptotically reaches a constant value for large α.
It is clear that it should be so, since if α >> 1 the pressure of the explosive products can be assumed
to be practically uniform (no inertial effects) and the kinetic energy of the accelerated masses simply
equals the work done by the uniform pressure force during the expansion.
Figure 5.3 shows that there is a very narrow region where both the asymmetry and the efficiency
coefficients have a high value compared with the maximum; it is clear that a functioning device should
be designed to work within this region (i.e. with a carefully chosen mass ratio). As mentioned above,
a similar behavior is to be expected in three-dimensional configurations.
In Figures 5.4 and 5.5 the asymmetry and efficiency coefficients for the one-dimensional case are
plotted for different values of the detonation initiation coordinate and α = 0.3. It can be seen that it
is always convenient, for the purpose of kinetic energy asymmetrization, to initiate detonation at one
end of the domain, as the inertial confinement is more effective.
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Figure 5.1: Kinetic energy asymmetry of walls as a function of the wall mass ratio α, 1 m displace-
ment of the fast wall
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Figure 5.2: Kinetic energy efficiency as a function of the wall mass ratio α, 1 m displacement of the
fast wall
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of normalized energy efficiency and asymmetry as a function of the wall
mass ratio α
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Figure 5.4: Kinetic energy asymmetry as a function of the ignition coordinate, α = 0.3 , 1 m dis-
placement of the fast wall
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Figure 5.5: Kinetic energy efficiency as a function of the ignition coordinate, α = 0.3, 1 m displace-
ment of the fast wall
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Chapter 6
Material characterization and modeling
6.1 Detonating materials
The constitutive description of the detonating materials used in the following is based on the JWL
equation of state, which is commonly accepted as an accurate fit for modeling detonation in applica-
tions of nearly ideal explosives. In terms of the explosive energy per unit mass Em, the JWL equation
can be written as
p = A
(
1− ωρ
R1ρ0
)
e
−
(
R1ρ0
ρ
)
+B
(
1− ωρ
R2ρ0
)
e
−
(
R2ρ0
ρ
)
+ ωρEm (6.1)
where A and B are measured in Pa, R1, R2 and ω are dimensionless coefficients, ρ0 is the initial
density of the explosive and ρ the density of the detonation products.
It can be seen that it is possible to specialize the JWL equation to the perfect gas equation: it
is sufficient to set A and B to zero (R1 and R2 become irrelevant and can be set equal to one).
Neglecting the initial thermal energy of the unreacted gas (for typical explosives it is β << 1), it
must then be ω = γ − 1.
In this work TNT and C4 are considered as explosive materials; both (especially C4) can be con-
sidered nearly ideal explosives in simple geometries, as far as the application of the JWL equation
is concerned. TNT is used as a reference, since it is easy to find reliable related experimental data;
it is a common reference explosive in the literature. C4 is a higher performance material which is
more representative of explosives used in precision applications. JWL parameters for TNT and C4
are listed in Table 6.1.
The detonation model assumes that the state of the explosive products does not depend on geom-
etry or boundary conditions and that the propagation of the detonation front is purely geometrical (cf.
section 4.1). This assumptions are typically sound for ideal high performance explosives in simple
configurations; however, as stated above, they do not strictly hold from a physical point of view. It is
clear that it is not possible to resolve deviations from the Chapman-Jouguet point with the chosen det-
onation model; the interference of different detonation waves can only result, in the aforementioned
assumptions, in a purely inertial pressure increase due to the collision of gas regions moving with
different velocity behind the merging detonation waves.
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ρ(
kg
m3
) vd(
m
s ) K(Pa) Em(
J
kg ) A(Pa) B(Pa) R1 R2 ω
TNT 1630 6950 1× 109 4.294× 106 3.712× 1011 3.231× 109 4.15 0.95 0.3
C4 1601 8092 1× 109 5.621× 106 6.098× 1011 1.295× 1010 4.5 1.4 0.25
Table 6.1: Parameters for the geometric JWL detonation model; vd is the detonation wave velocity,
K the pre-detonation bulk modulus and the other parameters have the meaning of equation 6.1
6.2 Inert mass
The modeling of the inert mass is potentially very complex, since accelerated materials are subjected
to particularly high stresses, strains and strain rates. It is very difficult to correctly predict material
behavior in these conditions; moreover, a valid failure model is needed to accurately describe the
early stages of the expansion process.
However, it cannot be expected that the constitutive equations of solid non-reactive materials have
a decisive impact on kinetic energy asymmetrization; the effect of the accelerated mass is mainly
inertial in nature. For this reason it is chosen in the following to model non-reactive mass with a Mie-
Gru¨neisen equation of state that is purely isotropic (only pressure forces are taken into account). This
assumption is reasonable, since detonation pressures (which are in the 1010 Pa to 1011 Pa range) are
at least one order of magnitude higher than the yield strength of common metal alloys.
Equation 6.2 is commonly known as the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state; it is linear in the energy
p− ph = Γ0ρ0 (Em − Eh) (6.2)
ph and Eh are the Hugoniot pressure and specific energy per unit mass; Γ0 is a material constant
and ρ0 is the reference density. Eh is related to ph by Eh =
phη
2ρ0
, where η =
(
1− ρ0ρ
)
is the nominal
volumetric compressive strain. Replacing Eh in equation 6.2 one obtains
p = ph
(
1− Γ0η
2
)
+ Γ0ρ0Em (6.3)
A common fit to material Hugoniot data is given by
ph =
ρ0c0
2η
(1− sη)2 (6.4)
where c0 and s are defined by the following linear approximation of the relationship between the
shock wave velocity vs and the particle velocity vp
vs = c0 + svp (6.5)
The form of the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation shown in equation 6.6 is derived by replacing the above
expression for ph.
p =
ρ0c0
2η
(1− sη)2
(
1− Γ0η
2
)
+ Γ0ρ0Em (6.6)
The material chosen to model inert mass is carbon steel. The parameters used for the Mie-
Gru¨neisen equation are listed in Table 6.2
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ρ0(
kg
m3
) c0(
m
s ) s Γ0
7890 4569 1.49 2.17
Table 6.2: Parameters for the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state of carbon steel
6.3 Comparison of results between the ideal-gas model and the JWL
model of real explosives
The influence of α on the energetic asymmetry and efficiency coefficients is tested for TNT and C4.
It can be seen, if results are compared with those relative to the dense gas case (cf. Chapter 5), that
the structure of the problem is the same: there is a very narrow region where α can be chosen so
that both a high efficiency coefficient and a high asymmetry coefficient can be obtained. This region
moves towards slightly smaller values of alpha if the detonation velocity increases; the reason for this
behavior is that the time required to propagate detonation is smaller if compared to the characteristic
inertial response time of the walls (it is as if the walls were effectively heavier, as far as pressure
equalization is concerned).
Figure 6.7 shows a comparison of normalized pressure distributions at the end of detonation be-
tween C4 (modeled with a JWL equation of state) and the perfect dense gas in the heavy wall approx-
imation. The distributions have the same structure; this increases the confidence in the applicability
of considerations derived from the one-dimensional problem with the perfect gas analytic model. The
entity of the deviations from the perfect gas model is visible.
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Figure 6.1: Kinetic energy asymmetry of walls as a function of mass ratio for TNT, 1m displacement
of the fast wall
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Figure 6.2: Kinetic energy efficiency as a function of mass ratio for TNT, 1 m displacement of the
fast wall
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of normalized energy efficiency and asymmetry as a function of mass ratio
for TNT
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Figure 6.4: Kinetic energy asymmetry of walls as a function of mass ratio for C4, 1 m displacement
of the fast wall
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Figure 6.5: Kinetic energy efficiency as a function of mass ratio for C4, 1 m displacement of the fast
wall
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of normalized energy efficiency and asymmetry as a function of mass ratio
for C4
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of normalized pressure distribution at the end of detonation for C4 and the
dense perfect gas in the heavy wall approximation; the entity of JWL modifications to the perfect gas
solution is visible
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Chapter 7
A three-dimensional initiation strategy
7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this work is to analyze the possibility of generating a significant kinetic energy asym-
metry in mass acceleration with the controlled detonation of an initially symmetrical configuration. A
merit function must be specified in order to evaluate results for the three-dimensional case; here there
is more freedom in the choice of a metric, as the geometry is more complex. It is reasonable to adopt
different metrics depending on the case under consideration. For example, a quite general parameter
representative of the results of an asymmetrization strategy could be the total kinetic energy contained
in a solid angle around a specified direction; it is clear that the value and the shape of the solid angle
are arbitrary.
In the following a very simple criterion will be used in order to compare different detonation
strategies: the peak value of the velocity of the accelerated mass will be taken as the merit function
to be maximized.
Once a merit function is chosen, there are two physical variables that can be controlled to some
extent, namely the pressure and the velocity of the explosive products. The impact of these variables
on the final result is easy to see: the pressure behind the region that is to be accelerated directly
determines the velocity (when integrated with respect to time); the velocity, on the other hand, has to
combine with the density in such a way that total momentum is conserved.
It can be immediately understood that trying to control the velocity distribution of the accelerated
masses and explosive products after detonation is very complex (the conservation of momentum is an
integral feature); since it is clear that undesired velocity peaks have to be eliminated1 it is reasonable
for the designer to try to smooth the velocity distribution with a strategy that depends on the specific
case.
The control of the pressure distribution, on the other hand, can be accomplished in a more direct
way, as it is intrinsically local. The following hypotheses will be made, in order to simplify the
analysis of the problem.
• the detonation wave can be considered as a surface of discontinuity (zero thickness), which
1Momentum is linear in the velocity, while kinetic energy is quadratic; if the density is approximated as constant
it is convenient to have a velocity distribution which is as uniform as possible where it is not needed to provide mass
acceleration, otherwise energy is wasted. This is a direct consequence of the condition of fixed total momentum, since for
constant density and total momentum the energy is minimum if the velocity is uniform.
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proceeds in constant conditions in a uniform material
• the detonation initiation can be approximated as a point (the dimension of the detonators can
be neglected if compared to the characteristic lengths of the geometry)
• the detonators can only be located on the surface of a detonating domain of convex shape
• the critical diameter of the detonating material can be neglected if compared to the characteristic
lengths of the geometry to be analyzed (cf. Figure 7.1)
• the inert mass is located in a layer around the detonating material
Approximating the detonation wave with a surface of zero thickness allows an easier analytic
modeling of the problem, especially of shock wave interaction; the same argument applies to the
assumption that the detonators provide point initiation. The fact that the detonating material is convex
eliminates possible issues due to the fact that a geometric detonation model is used (in real detonation
a wave passing through two points might follow a path which is not the straight line between the two
points, for example if the detonating material contains holes). It is stressed that the hypotheses of
uniformity and constant detonation propagation, together with the surface positioning of the initiation
points, preclude initiation strategies such as those aimed at deforming or deflagrating part of the
explosive materials before complete detonation (such as in kinetic-rod type warheads, cf. [11]). It
is true that these concepts rely in some way on inertial confinement effects, but the core physical
mechanism is different.
The critical diameter of an explosive is the minimum diameter that a uniform, unconfined cylin-
drical bar of round cross section made of the explosive material requires in order to be able to sustain
stable detonation wave propagation when initiated at one end of the bar2. It can be expected, when
a detonation wave propagates at the boundary between a detonating material and a low pressure en-
vironment, that there is a lag in wave propagation near the boundary, as shown in Figure 7.1; the
region where this phenomenon is visible is of the same order of magnitude as the critical diameter
of the explosive under consideration. This phenomenon is directly dependent on deviations from the
Chapman-Jouguet point. Preliminary simulations show that the edge effect, which cannot be cap-
tured in physically accurate way by the geometric detonation model, is actually underestimated by
the model. This allows to neglect the thickness of the edge region in comparison with the dimensions
of the configuration tested in the following (the critical diameter for C4 is about 2 × 10−3 m, while
the diameter of tested configurations is about 10−1 m).
Selective mass acceleration, obtained by controlling the pressure distribution of the explosive
products, can rely on two basic concepts: in order to increase the impulse transferred to the mass, it
is possible either to increase the peak pressure or to increase the time during which the pressure is
maintained.
2It is evident that there has to be a minimum diameter, as surface pressure losses per unit length due to the boundary
conditions are proportional to d where d is the diameter of the bar; the energy per unit length that can be provided to sustain
the detonation is proportional to d2.
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of detonation propagation at the edge of a detonating material in inert atmosphere
7.2 Strategy
The control of the pressure pulse length is directly dependent on the geometry of the problem; it is
difficult to devise a simple concept of initiation that relies on this duration control and is sufficiently
general to be applied to different geometries. It is more promising to try to employ interference
effects to focus the detonation waves inside the detonating material and increase the peak pressure at
a specified location.
7.2.1 Interference effects between detonation waves
Two-point initiation
If the propagation velocity of the detonation wave in the material is fixed, the shape of the advancing
detonation front is a sphere centered at the point of initiation. If one considers a situation where there
are two initiation points, three physical parameters are required to describe the problem, namely the
detonation velocity vd, the distance between the two points l and the time delay tˆ between the two
initiations.
One dimensionless parameter can be formed with this quantity, τ = tˆvdl . It represents the relative
distance covered by the detonation wave originated by the first initiation at the time when the second
detonation takes place. If one requires that a point belongs to both detonation fronts, the following
system of equations in dimensionless form is obtained
(
x
l
)2
+
(y
l
)2
= τ2
(
t
tˆ
)2
(
x
l − 1
)2
+
(y
l
)2
= τ2
(
t
tˆ
− 1
)2 (7.1)
where the x axis is oriented along the line between the two points of initiation located at x = 0
and x = l. The solution of this system of equation is a hyperboloid of two sheets, of which only one
sheet represents the physical solution; the section with a plane containing the x axis is plotted in red
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in Figure 7.2. The convexity of the hyperboloid can be tuned if τ is varied.
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Figure 7.2: Intersection of two spherical waves; dimensionless coordinates (x/l and y/l) parameter-
ized with respect to t
tˆ
This hyperboloid represents the region where the two detonation waves collide each other; at
the point of collision the pressure is increased. The entity of the pressure increase can be estimated
analytically for the perfect gas approximation. If the notation of Figure 7.3 is used, Carnot’s theorem
states that
λ = cos(θ) =
l1
2 + l2
2 − l2
2l1l2
(7.2)
This means that the two gas regions behind the detonation waves collide with relative velocity vrel
such that
vrel
vgas
= 2 sin
(
arccos(λ)
2
)
(7.3)
 θ
 l
 l
2
 l
1
 V
gas
 Vgas
Figure 7.3: Scheme of intersection of two spherical waves
The local pressure increase as a function of θ can be determined at once if one notices that, in a
suitable reference frame3, the problem is symmetric with respect to the plane of intersection of the
3Moving along the bisector of the gas velocities so that vframe = vgascos( θ2 ).
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two gas masses and therefore equivalent to the reflection of a normal shock wave from a solid surface,
such that the gas velocity behind the impinging wave is, with the notation of Figure 7.4, v1 = vrel2 .
v
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p
1 M1 p2
v + v
1 s
v
s
A B
Figure 7.4: Scheme of wave reflection; scheme A is drawn in the frame of reference of the reflection
surface, scheme B in the frame of the reflected shock wave
The pressure p2 behind the reflected wave can be obtained by solving equations 3.8 and 3.9 (with
the appropriate notation for the present case). If one defines M1 = v1+vs√
γ
p1
ρ1
, equations 7.4 and 7.5 are
obtained; They can be solved for p2 and vs.
p2
p1
=
2γM1
2
γ + 1
− γ − 1
γ + 1
(7.4)
v1 + vs
vs
=
(γ + 1)M1
2
(γ − 1)M12 + 2 (7.5)
Mass acceleration with multi-point initiation
The fact that it is possible to modify the geometry of a high pressure region inside the explosive
products can be used to increase the acceleration of selected portions of mass located around the
detonating material; in the case of two initiation points, the only reasonable strategy that can be
derived from the above model is to set τ so that the hyperboloid passes through the region that is
intended to be accelerated (strictly speaking, with the metric of section 7.1, the hyperboloid should
contain the point that is to be accelerated, cf. Figure 7.7).
If multiple initiation points are considered, the qualitative features of the problem are the same,
although it becomes more difficult to devise an analytic approach. There are more degrees of freedom
in the choice of the timing sequence for initiation: the detonation waves can be made to arrive at the
target point at different times, depending on where the detonation is initiated first. It is stressed that
the effect of the velocity distribution is neglected everywhere in the model.
The considerations stated above show that, in order to obtain a relevant pressure increase, the
angle θ has to be above a certain value that depends on the entity of the desired pressure increase.
This practically limits the number of initiation points that can be conveniently employed, as it is
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useless to employ very close initiation points for purposes other than geometric control of detonation.
If detonation wave focusing is to be obtained, the number of initiation points required is the minimum
that enables geometric focusing with the necessary precision; in this sense, the collision model is just
a discretization of the focusing process.
7.2.2 An example of application
For a generic configuration with n initiation points, n− 1 time delays have to be specified in order to
completely determine the initiation procedure (one value is needed to determine the detonation start).
There are
(
n
2
)
hyperboloids, so a criterion is needed to choose n− 1 pairs of initiation points.
The simplest nontrivial body where a three-dimensional strategy can be applied is a sphere; it is
useful for the following to consider the 9-point initiation configuration of Figure 7.5. The point to be
accelerated is opposite to initiation point 1.
Sequential initiation
If a suitable map of the surface of the detonating material to a one-dimensional interval is found, the
order relation on the interval provides a natural way of choosing n− 1 successive pair of points. For
the sphere of Figure 7.5, the latitude angle (with point 1 as a pole) can be used to map the surface to
the [0, pi] interval. The pairs of initiation points chosen are then the ones with consecutive values of the
latitude angle (the 1−2 and 2−3 pairs in Figure 7.5). The choice of the map depends on the particular
problem under consideration; in this case it follows naturally from symmetry considerations (for the
sake of simplicity a configuration with a high number of symmetries is chosen) and from the convexity
of the domain (the hyperboloid always sweeps towards the points were initiation is delayed).
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Figure 7.5: Perspective views of initiation points
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The distances between the initiation points and the target point for the configuration of Figure 7.5
are shown in Figure 7.6. The condition that the hyperboloid relative to each pair of initiation points
passes through the target point will be called hyperboloid matching in the following. It allows to
determine the parameter τ for each pair of initiation points. A scheme of the hyperboloid matching
is shown in Figure 7.7; the hyperboloid relative to points a and b passes through point c. For the
geometry under consideration it can be calculated that the matching condition gives τ = 0.24 for the
1− 2 pairs and τ = 0.37 for the 2− 3 pairs.
0.9195
1.7762
1.4142
1 1
1
0.91891.7764
1-2 2-3
Figure 7.6: Geometry used for hyperboloid matching, all lengths are relative to the radius of the
sphere. The initiation points are shown in black, the target point in white
c
b
a
Figure 7.7: Scheme of hyperboloid matching; the section of the detonation hyperboloid relative to the
points a and b (on the surface) with the plane passing through a, b and c is shown. The detonation at
point b is delayed with respect to point a
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Chapter 8
Spherical geometry
A specific configuration has to be chosen in order to test the detonation strategy proposed in Chapter
7. The most symmetrical shape that can be given to the detonating domain is the sphere; a small
number of initiation points is desirable for the sake of simplicity. It is reasonable to assume that the
optimal configuration (with the simple single-point metric of section 7.1) is axially symmetric along
the direction of acceleration of the target point. For this reasons the very simple 9-point sphere of
subsection 7.2.2 is analyzed.
Particular applications might require accelerated mass regions of various shapes (lines, patterns
etc.) and a specific design of the detonating domain; the details depend on the specific configuration.
Here, on the other hand, the initiation strategy is to be tested; the simplicity of the model is helpful
not only for keeping numerical results under control, but also for further experimental validation.
The initiation strategy proposed in 7 is compared with other initiation strategies; specifically (with
the notation of Figure 7.5), with single initiation at point 1, with simultaneous initiation at all nine
points and with symmetrical initiation at the center of the sphere.
8.1 Numerical model
The expansion process is modeled with the explicit eulerian solver described in section 4.1. A hollow
steel sphere with an external radius of 5 × 10−2 m and a 10−3 m wall thickness is filled with C4
explosive. Detonation takes place in air (modeled as a perfect gas). The equations of state used for
the materials are described in Chapter 6.
The initiation delays for the initiation points 2 and 3 (cf. Figure 7.5) are immediately obtained
once the physical parameters of the problem are known; for the configuration under study, the values
τ = 0.24 and τ = 0.37 obtained in subsection 7.2.2 give an initiation delay (with respect to initiation
point 1) of 1.3626× 10−6 s for the initiation points 2 and of 3.4647× 10−6 s for the initiation points
3.
The mass ratio of the steel shell to the explosive contained inside the shell is the three-dimensional
equivalent of the parameter α; here it has the value 0.31. This is chosen to be comparable with the
values of α that give significant asymmetry and efficiency coefficients in the one-dimensional detona-
tion of C4 (cf. Chapter 6.3). The optimal mass region for the one-dimensional case is actually slightly
lower (α ' 0.17), but the wall thickness has a lower limit that depends on technical constraints that
have to be satisfied in order to allow experimental testing.
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The fact that the geometry is quarter-symmetric allows to reduce the number of degrees of free-
dom of the problem, as only one quarter of the sphere has to be modeled. Despite this, the number
of the elements required is quite high, even for this simple configuration. Time constraints for this
work forced an upper bound on the number of elements at about 1.5× 106 elements (with this model
size a 10−4 s analysis requires about 30 hours of computing time on a 16 core dual-thread Xeon 2.8
Ghz server). A high number of elements is required in the radial direction, as the metal shell is very
thin; an adequate resolution is needed in order to avoid numerical issues (multiple elements through
the thickness of the shell). A good resolution is required near the center, where velocity gradients are
high; element thickness in the radial direction can be increased when the velocity gradient is reduced.
The same requirement holds for points near the axis of symmetry of the configuration: the angular
resolution has to be higher near the axis.
A good compromise is found with the mesh shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.3; the solution is robust
with respect to the variation of numerical parameters and the artificial energy dissipated for stability
is less than 5% of the total energy (at the end of simulation). The number of elements (9 × 105) is
reduced enough to allow the analysis to be completed in less than 6 hours. The input file for the model
is provided in Appendix A.2.
Figure 8.1: Mesh detail, C4 explosive Figure 8.2: Computing domain
Figure 8.3: Mesh, side view (there is some residual aliasing from the graphic postprocessor due to
the very thin mesh)
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8.2 Comparison of results
The results for the various types of initiation are compared with the simple metric (maximum point
velocity) of section 7.1; as observed for the one-dimensional case, it is reasonable to take the expan-
sion length as the independent variable for the comparison. In the following the parameter used as a
measure of expansion is the relative expansion radius rr0 of the point with maximum velocity (MVP)
in that particular instant.
As mentioned above, the proposed initiation strategy is compared with single initiation at point
1, with simultaneous initiation at all nine points and with symmetrical initiation at the center of the
sphere. The analysis of simultaneous initiation is required since a certain degree of detonation wave
focus can be expected independently of timing, as a result of the positioning of the initiation points;
it is a more appropriate benchmark for the proposed strategy.
Figure 8.4 shows a plot of the maximum point velocity as a function of the relative MVP ex-
pansion; the single firing initiation allows to reach marginally higher velocities than a completely
symmetrical detonation (this rough confinement effect, qualitatively similar to what can be obtained
for the one-dimensional case, is currently used in military applications). Better results can be ob-
tained with nine-points initiation even with simultaneous initiation. If the timing is chosen with the
proposed strategy the maximum velocity that can be obtained is significantly higher (175% velocity
increase with respect to the symmetrical mass acceleration case).
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Figure 8.4: Maximum shell velocity as a function of the MVP relative expansion rr0
In Figure 8.7 the predicted hyperboloid shape is compared with the pressure distribution computed
by the solver; the path of the high pressure region is accurately described by the hyperboloid. Figure
8.8 shows the pressure distribution obtained for the case of simultaneous initiation; the lack of wave
focus is apparent.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the velocity distribution of the accelerated shell for the single initiation
and the proposed strategy; it is clear that the kinetic energy can be focused on a smaller fraction of
the shell if multi-point initiation is employed. This can be understood if the pressure distribution of
Figure 8.9 is considered; the high pressure region is markedly wider for the single point initiation.
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Robustness analysis A robustness analysis is performed in order to determine the sensitivity of
the initiation system to timing errors. High precision exploding-bridgewire detonators (EBW) with a
simultaneity standard deviation σ = 2.5 × 10−8 s are commercially available (cf. Appendix B). A
timing error equal to three standard deviations corresponds to a distance of 6 × 10−4 m covered by
the detonation wave; it is clear that there is no influence on the final result if the characteristic length
of the problem is much greater than this value1. This is the case with the analyzed configuration. The
assumption that simultaneity errors are negligible is confirmed by the numerical model.
Figure 8.5: Shell velocity distribution for MVP relative expansion rr0 = 2; single initiation at point 1
Figure 8.6: Shell velocity distribution for MVP relative expansion rr0 = 2; proposed initiation strategy
1To be precise, since the characteristic detonator dimensions are greater than this value, the sensitivity to detonator
positioning and orientation errors should also be assessed; however, this requires a more detailed knowledge of the actual
geometry of the configuration, which is outside the scope of this work.
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t = 8× 10−6 s
Figure 8.7: Comparison between the predicted hyperboloid shape and the computed pressure distri-
bution for the predicted actuation strategy on a section plane containing the 1 and 2 initiation points
and the target point 70
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t = 1× 10−5 s
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Figure 8.7: (continued) Comparison between the predicted hyperboloid shape and the computed pres-
sure distribution for the predicted actuation strategy on a section plane containing the 1 and 2 initiation
points and the target point
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Figure 8.8: Pressure distribution for nine-point simultaneous initiation on a section plane containing
the 1 and 2 initiation points and the target point, t = 8× 10−6 s
Figure 8.9: Pressure distribution for single initiation at point 1, t = 1.2× 10−5 s
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Chapter 9
Conclusions, open issues and future
development
9.1 Summary of results
The problem of explosive mass acceleration is indubitably complex; the global features are very
sensitive to modifications of the main physical parameters. A simple model, even with strong approx-
imations, is helpful for the designer in order to gain insight into the physics of the process; it is often
not productive to perform blind optimization on a set of random configurations, since the obtained
results are likely not to be robust1.
The wall mass ratio α has been proven to be a central parameter in inertial asymmetrization of
shell acceleration. If a proper mass ratio is selected, numerical results show that significant gains
in specific kinetic energy of the accelerated mass can be obtained if the detonation waves inside
the explosive material are appropriately focused. A possible method to achieve wave focusing is to
selectively initiate detonation at specific points. It has been shown that, if the assumption of a constant
velocity detonation model hold, the detonation waves can be focused on the basis of geometrical
arguments.
Selective initiation requires no moving parts and has an extremely fast response time (it is essen-
tially determined by the response time of the electronic unit employed for detonator control). This
feature makes it an attractive solution for high-performance systems where high velocity is a priority,
such as military warheads designed for high velocity intercept. A significant increase in the energy ef-
fectively transferred to the target translates into the possibility of designing more efficient lightweight
solutions for demanding applications; tighter control of detonation dynamics allows reduced collat-
eral damage where close range target intercept is required.
The possibility of devising a simple initiation strategy is dependent on a series of assumptions
about constitutive equations and reaction dynamics. Although these assumptions are currently thought
to be reasonable for most purposes and are widely employed, the fact that the experiment can show
considerable deviation from the idealized description should not be underestimated. The numerical
model employed in this work is sufficiently complex to give a reasonable confidence in qualitative
predictions of explosive dynamics; nevertheless, in order to perform quantitative calculations further
experimental validation is needed.
1For instance, pressure equalization inside the explosive products is reached by successive wave reflections at the bound-
aries. This results in intrinsically discrete dynamics with respect to space and time.
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9.2 Experimental testing
PRE-CUT TEST DISK
HOLLOW STEEL SPHERE
DETONATOR
1
0
0
 m
m
INJECTION HOLE
Figure 9.1: Scheme of test specimen
An experimental test is required in order to test the validity of the model’s assumptions; unfor-
tunately, due to the complexity inherent in the handling of military explosives, it was not possible to
carry out an experimental campaign within the time constraints of this work. Nevertheless, testing of
the nine-point sphere of section 8.1 is planned.
Figure 9.1 shows a scheme of the specimen that is going to be tested; holes are made in the hollow
steel sphere described in section 8.1 to accommodate the detonators. An injection hole at the top is
used to fill the sphere with molten C4 and a small circular disk is cut into the wall of the sphere at the
target point in order to reduce the effects of material strength on the velocity of the disk.
Multiple specimens are required for each of the initiation strategies analyzed in section 8.1. Each
specimen is going to be suspended above ground by wires at a distance greater than the measurement
distance of the shell velocity. Wire panels are going to be used in order to accurately measure the
velocity of the disk at the target point; these contain a thin wire that is broken by the passage of the
shell fragments2. X-ray flash images are going to be taken to obtain global information about the
velocity distribution of the shell fragments.
9.3 Numerical analysis
The initiation strategy proposed in Chapter 7 uniquely determines the initiation timing; for the nine-
point sphere of subsection 7.2.2 it implies that all detonation waves arrive at the target point at around
the same time (if sequential initiation is used). The effect of different arrival timing at the target point
2A relatively inexpensive measurement technique is required, as instruments located at close range are destroyed by the
explosion.
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should be investigated; it might be possible to transfer a greater impulse to the target mass if a lower
pressure is maintained for a longer time (although it should be noted that it is not possible to provide
a high pressure region too far from the center of the sphere, due to divergence effects).
The numerical model used in section 8.1 has been designed to be as simple as possible, since there
is no reason to believe that the qualitative features of asymmetrical mass acceleration are significantly
dependent on the constitutive equations of the materials used. Nevertheless, a simulation that aims
at providing quantitative predictions should take into consideration the thermomechanical properties
of the shell (thus introducing, for example, plasticity and failure modeling and thermal properties).
Moreover, once specific experimental data about the explosive material is available, it will be possible
to employ an ignition and growth detonation model (cf. section 4.1); this will result in simulations
which are physically more accurate (and also in more precise results, if the experimental constants
for the model are correctly determined).
Once a reliable detailed model has been built, it will be possible to analyze configurations that are
more oriented towards practical applications. Boundary effects at the explosive-shell interface should
be investigated in more detail; it might be beneficial to design shells with varying thickness, in order
to selectively vary the inertial containment effect of the shell3. In particular, with this approach it
might be possible to conveniently focus the shock waves reflected from the inert shell.
In this work it was assumed that both the inert mass and the detonators were located on the surface
of a convex explosive region. Internal initiation points might enable different initiation strategies. The
same applies to internal inert masses; moreover, quasi-continuous mass distributions can be obtained
by mixing granular inert materials and solid explosive. Both aspects should be investigated (it is noted
that granular mixtures might require specific considerations for appropriate modeling).
3Similarly to the heavy tampers employed in nuclear implosion-type warheads.
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Appendix A
Numerical code
A.1 One-dimensional Euler equation solver
The solver for the numerical method described in 3.2 has been written in C for reasons of time
efficiency; preprocessing of initial conditions and postprocessing of results use Mathematica 8.0 code
(Wolfram). An example of the code of the program (for a specified set of boundary conditions and
initial parameters) is attached here; the interested reader should have no difficulty in adapting the
code to its own needs.
The solver can be used to analyze problems different from the one-dimensional free wall geometry
considered above; for instance, it can be used to solve the quasi-one-dimensional variable area duct,
which is of practical engineering interest. This is possible since Euler equations can be rearranged
in order to translate the area variation in a source-type additional term, as described by the following
equations (cf. [5])
∂ρ
∂t
= − ∂
∂x
(ρv)− ρv
A
dA
dx
∂
∂t
(ρv) = − ∂
∂x
(
p+ ρv2
)− ρv2
A
dA
dx
∂
∂t
(ρE) = − ∂
∂x
[(
h+
v2
2
)
ρv
]
−
(
h+
v2
2
)
ρv
A
dA
dx
By default, the area is assumed constant and equal to 1.
Other readily solvable problems include flow with imposed boundary motion and free flow with
transparent boundary conditions.
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A.1.1 C code
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
 
    double R; 
    double g; 
    double b; //initial wall distance 
    int nvol; //number of volumes 
    double ttot; //simulation time 
    double dt; //time step 
    int nt; //number of time steps 
    int skip; //number of steps to skip 
    int parlib1; 
    int parlib2; 
    int parlav; 
    int partransl; 
    int parrefll; 
    int paratml; 
    int partransr; 
    int parreflr; 
    int paratmr; 
    double xlib1; 
    double vlib1; 
    double m1; 
    double k1; 
    double d1; 
    double f1; 
    double xlib2; 
    double vlib2; 
    double m2; 
    double k2; 
    double d2; 
    double f2; 
    double z1l; 
    double z2l; 
    double z3l; 
    double z1r; 
    double z2r; 
    double z3r; 
    double pl; 
    double Tl; 
    double vl; 
    double pr; 
    int total; 
 
    double *T0; 
    double *u0; 
    double *p0; 
    double *x1; 
    double *x2; 
    double *profile; 
    double *bigone; 
 
 
void initialization () 
{ 
    int i; 
    FILE *fpars = fopen("parameters.txt","r"); 
    FILE *finit = fopen("initial_conditions.txt","r"); 
    FILE *fx1 = fopen("x1.txt","r"); 
    FILE *fx2 = fopen("x2.txt","r"); 
    FILE *fprofile= fopen("profile.txt","r"); 
 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&R); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&g); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&b); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&nvol); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&ttot); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&dt); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&nt); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&skip); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&parlib1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&parlib2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&parlav); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&partransl); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&parrefll); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&paratml); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&partransr); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&parreflr); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%d",&paratmr); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&xlib1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&vlib1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&m1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&k1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&d1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&f1); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&xlib2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&vlib2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&m2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&k2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&d2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&f2); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z1l); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z2l); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z3l); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z1r); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z2r); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&z3r); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&pl); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&Tl); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&vl); 
    fscanf(fpars, "%lf",&pr); 
 
 
 
    T0 = calloc(nvol, sizeof(T0[0])); 
    u0 = calloc(nvol, sizeof(u0[0])); 
    p0 = calloc(nvol, sizeof(p0[0])); 
    x1 = calloc(nt, sizeof(T0[0])); 
    x2 = calloc(nt, sizeof(T0[0])); 
    profile = calloc(nvol+1,sizeof(T0[0])); 
    total =3*nvol*(floor(nt/skip)+1); 
    bigone = calloc (total,sizeof(T0[0])); 
 
    for(i=0;i<nvol;i++) 
    { 
        fscanf(finit, "%lf",&T0[i]); 
    } 
    for(i=0;i<nvol;i++) 
    { 
        fscanf(finit, "%lf",&u0[i]); 
    } 
    for(i=0;i<nvol;i++) 
    { 
        fscanf(finit, "%lf",&p0[i]); 
    } 
 
    if(parlib1<0) 
    { 
        for(i=0;i<nt;i++) 
        { 
            fscanf(fx1, "%lf",&x1[i]); 
        } 
    } 
 
    if(parlib2<0) 
    { 
        for(i=0;i<nt;i++) 
        { 
            fscanf(fx2, "%lf",&x2[i]); 
        } 
    } 
 
    if(parlav>0) 
    { 
        for(i=0;i<(nvol+1);i++) 
        { 
            fscanf(fprofile, "%lf",&profile[i]); 
        } 
    } 
 
    fclose(fpars); 
    fclose(finit); 
    fclose(fx1); 
    fclose(fx2); 
    fclose(fprofile); 
} 
 
 
 
double c (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return sqrt(g*(z3*(g-1)/z1 - 
pow(z2,2)*(g-1)/(2*pow(z1,2))));} 
double h (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
pow(z2,2)/(2*pow(z1,2))+ pow(c(z1,z2,z3),2)/(g-1);} 
double l1 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return z2/z1 - c(z1,z2,z3);} 
double l2 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return z2/z1;} 
double l3 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return z2/z1 + c(z1,z2,z3);} 
double lp1 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
(l1(z1,z2,z3)+abs(l1(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double ln1 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return (l1(z1,z2,z3)-
abs(l1(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double lp2 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
(l2(z1,z2,z3)+abs(l2(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double ln2 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return (l2(z1,z2,z3)-
abs(l2(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double lp3 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
(l3(z1,z2,z3)+abs(l3(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double ln3 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return (l3(z1,z2,z3)-
abs(l3(z1,z2,z3)))/2;} 
double fp1 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*(lp1(z1,z2,z3)+2*(g-1)*lp2(z1,z2,z3)+lp3(z1,z2,z3));} 
double fn1 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*(ln1(z1,z2,z3)+2*(g-1)*ln2(z1,z2,z3)+ln3(z1,z2,z3));} 
double fp2 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*(l1(z1,z2,z3)*lp1(z1,z2,z3)+2*(g-
1)*l2(z1,z2,z3)*lp2(z1,z2,z3)+l3(z1,z2,z3)*lp3(z1,z2,z3));} 
double fn2 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*(l1(z1,z2,z3)*ln1(z1,z2,z3)+2*(g-
1)*l2(z1,z2,z3)*ln2(z1,z2,z3)+l3(z1,z2,z3)*ln3(z1,z2,z3));} 
double fp3 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*((h(z1,z2,z3)-(z2/z1)*c(z1,z2,z3))*lp1(z1,z2,z3)+(g-
1)*(pow(z2,2)/pow(z1,2))*lp2(z1,z2,z3)+(h(z1,z2,z3)+(z2/z1)*c(z1,z2,z3))*
lp3(z1,z2,z3));} 
double fn3 (double z1, double z2, double z3) {return 
z1/(2*g)*((h(z1,z2,z3)-(z2/z1)*c(z1,z2,z3))*ln1(z1,z2,z3)+(g-
1)*(pow(z2,2)/pow(z1,2))*ln2(z1,z2,z3)+(h(z1,z2,z3)+(z2/z1)*c(z1,z2,z3))*
ln3(z1,z2,z3));} 
 
 
 
int main() 
{ 
 
 
 
    initialization(); 
    int i,j,k; 
 
     double *dx = calloc(nt, sizeof(T0[0])); 
     double *v1 = calloc(nt, sizeof(T0[0])); 
     double *v2 = calloc(nt, sizeof(T0[0])); 
 
    //double dx [nt]; 
    //double v1[nt]; 
    //double v2[nt]; 
 
 
    double eint0 [nvol]; for(i=0;i<nvol;i++) eint0[i]=R*T0[i]/(g-1); 
    int percentage = 0; 
    int old_percentage = 0; 
 
 
 
 
    typedef struct 
    { 
        double z1, z2, z3; 
    } valnod; 
 
 
    valnod * sol=calloc(nvol,sizeof(valnod)); 
    valnod * tmpsol=calloc(nvol,sizeof(valnod)); 
 
 
    for(i=0;i<nvol;i++) 
    { 
        tmpsol[i].z1 = p0[i]/(R*T0[i]); 
        tmpsol[i].z2 = (p0[i]/(R*T0[i]))*u0[i]; 
        tmpsol[i].z3 = (p0[i]/(R*T0[i]))*(eint0[i]+pow(u0[i],2)/2); 
     } 
 
    //FILE * fout = fopen("out.txt","w"); 
    FILE * fbig = fopen("big.txt","w"); 
    FILE * fx1out = fopen("x1out.txt","w"); 
    FILE * fx2out = fopen("x2out.txt","w"); 
 
    printf("running simulation...\n"); 
 
 
 if(parlav<0) 
 { 
 
   for (i=0;i<nt;i++) 
   { 
 
        if(parlib1>0) 
        { 
           x1[0] = xlib1;//caso i=0 
           x1[1] = (-p0[0]+f1+x1[0]*(m1/pow(dt,2)+d1/(2*dt)-
k1)+vlib1*(m1/dt-d1/2))/(m1/pow(dt,2)+d1/(2*dt)); 
           if(i>1) 
           { 
                x1[i] = (-(g-1)*(tmpsol[0].z3-
(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[0].z1)))+f1+x1[i-1]*(2*m1/pow(dt,2)-
k1)+x1[i-2]*(d1/(2*dt)-m1/pow(dt,2)))/(m1/pow(dt,2)+d1/(2*dt)); 
           } 
 
        } 
        if(parlib2>0) 
        { 
            x2[0]= xlib2;//caso i=0 
            x2[1]= (p0[nvol-1]-f2+x2[0]*(m2/pow(dt,2)+d2/(2*dt)-
k2)+vlib2*(m2/dt-d2/2)+k2*b)/(m2/pow(dt,2)+d2/(2*dt)); 
 
            if(i>1) 
            { 
                x2[i] = ((g-1)*(tmpsol[nvol-1].z3-(pow(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[nvol-1].z1)))-f2+x2[i-1]*(2*m2/pow(dt,2)-k2)+x2[i-
2]*(d2/(2*dt)-m2/pow(dt,2))+k2*b)/(m2/pow(dt,2)+d2/(2*dt)); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
 
            dx[i] = (x2[i]-x1[i])/nvol; 
 
            v1[0] = (x1[1]-x1[0])/dt; 
            v2[0] = (x2[1]-x2[0])/dt; 
 
 
 
            if(i>0&&i<nt) 
            { 
                v1[i] = (x1[i]-x1[i-1])/dt; 
                v2[i] = (x2[i]-x2[i-1])/dt; 
            } 
 
 
        //sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
dt*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1
].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3))/dx[i]; 
        //sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
dt*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1
].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3))/dx[i]; 
        //sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
dt*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1
].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3))/dx[i]; 
 
        //sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
dt/(dx[i])*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,
tmpsol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,-tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)); //condizioni al bordo 
adiabatiche rigide 
        //sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
dt/(dx[i])*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,
tmpsol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,-tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)); 
        //sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
dt/(dx[i])*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,
tmpsol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,-tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)); 
 
        sol[0].z1 = (tmpsol[0].z1)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i]))-
(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1].z
2,tmpsol[1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i]); 
        sol[0].z2 = (tmpsol[0].z2)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i]))+ (g-
1)*(tmpsol[0].z3-(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[0].z1)))/((dx[i]/dt)-
v1[i]) - 
(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1].z
2,tmpsol[1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i])   ; 
        sol[0].z3 = (tmpsol[0].z3)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i])) + (g-
1)*(tmpsol[0].z3-
(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[0].z1)))*v1[i]/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i]) -
(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmpsol[1].z
2,tmpsol[1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)-v1[i])  ; 
 
 
 
        for (j=1;j<(nvol-1);j++) 
        { 
 
            sol[j].z1=tmpsol[j].z1 - 
dt*(fp1(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-1].z3))/dx[i]; 
            sol[j].z2=tmpsol[j].z2 - 
dt*(fp2(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-1].z3))/dx[i]; 
            sol[j].z3=tmpsol[j].z3 - 
dt*(fp3(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-1].z3))/dx[i]; 
        } 
 
         //sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - dt*(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3))/dx[i]; 
        //sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - dt*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3))/dx[i]; 
        //sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - dt*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3))/dx[i]; 
 
        //sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - dt/(dx[i])*(-
fn1(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)); 
        //sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - dt/(dx[i])*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,-
tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp2(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)); 
        //sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - dt/(dx[i])*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,-
tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp3(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)); 
 
            sol[nvol-1].z1 = (tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i]))+(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i]); 
            sol[nvol-1].z2 = (tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i]))- (g-1)*(tmpsol[nvol-1].z3-
(pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[nvol-1].z1)))/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i]) + 
(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i])  ; 
            sol[nvol-1].z3 = (tmpsol[nvol-
1].z3)*((dx[i]/dt)/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i])) - (g-1)*(tmpsol[nvol-1].z3-
(pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/(2*tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)))*v2[i]/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i]) +(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3))/((dx[i]/dt)+v2[i])  ; 
 
 
 
        if(v1[i]>=0&&v2[i]>=0)     //qui faccio la media per la mesh 
spostata 
        { 
                for (j=0;j<(nvol-1);j++) 
                { 
                    double b = v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j-1)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j+1)/nvol); 
                    double a = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
b; 
 
                     tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j].z1*a + sol[j+1].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j].z2*a + sol[j+1].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j].z3*a + sol[j+1].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                } 
                tmpsol[nvol-1] = sol[nvol-1]; 
 
        } 
 
        else 
if((v1[i]<0&&v2[i]<0)||(v1[i]<0&&v2[i]==0)||(v1[i]==0&&v2[i]<0)) 
        { 
            tmpsol[0] = sol[0]; 
 
             for (j=1;j<=(nvol-1);j++) 
                { 
                    double a = fabsl(v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j)/nvol)); 
                    double b = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
a; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j-1].z1*a + sol[j].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j-1].z2*a + sol[j].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j-1].z3*a + sol[j].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                } 
 
        } 
 
        else if(v1[i]>0&&v2[i]<0) 
        { 
            int kint = ceil((nvol*v1[i]*dt)/((v1[i]-v2[i])*dt))-1; 
 
            for (j=0;j<kint;j++) 
            { 
                    double b = v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j-1)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j+1)/nvol); 
                    double a = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
b; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j].z1*a + sol[j+1].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j].z2*a + sol[j+1].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j].z3*a + sol[j+1].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
 
            } 
 
 
 
            if(kint<nvol) 
            { 
                tmpsol[kint]=sol[kint]; 
 
                for (j=kint+1;j<nvol;j++) 
                { 
                    double a = fabsl(v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j)/nvol)); 
                    double b = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
a; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j-1].z1*a + sol[j].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j-1].z2*a + sol[j].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j-1].z3*a + sol[j].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
 
 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
        } 
 
 
 
        else if(v1[i]<0&&v2[i]>0) 
        { 
            int kint = ceil((-nvol*v1[i]*dt)/((v2[i]-v1[i])*dt))-1; 
 
            if(kint==0) 
            { 
               for (j=0;j<(nvol-1);j++) 
                { 
                    double b = v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j-1)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j+1)/nvol); 
                    double a = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
b; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j].z1*a + sol[j+1].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j].z2*a + sol[j+1].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j].z3*a + sol[j+1].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                } 
 
                tmpsol[nvol-1] = sol[nvol-1]; 
            } 
 
 
            if (kint>0&&kint<(nvol-1)) 
            { 
                tmpsol[0]=sol[0]; 
 
                for (j=1;j<kint;j++) 
                { 
                    double a = fabsl(v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j)/nvol)); 
                    double b = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
a; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j-1].z1*a + sol[j].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j-1].z2*a + sol[j].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j-1].z3*a + sol[j].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
 
                } 
 
                double a1 = fabsl(v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-kint)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(kint)/nvol)); 
                double a2 = v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-kint-1)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(kint+1)/nvol); 
                double c = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - a1 - 
a2; 
 
                tmpsol[kint].z1 = (sol[kint].z1*c + sol[kint-1].z1*a1 + 
sol[kint+1].z1*a2)/(dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                tmpsol[kint].z2 = (sol[kint].z2*c + sol[kint-1].z2*a1 + 
sol[kint+1].z2*a2)/(dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                tmpsol[kint].z3 = (sol[kint].z3*c + sol[kint-1].z3*a1 + 
sol[kint+1].z3*a2)/(dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
 
 
                for (j=kint+1;j<nvol-1;j++) 
                { 
                    double b = v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j-1)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j+1)/nvol); 
                    double a = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
b; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j].z1*a + sol[j+1].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j].z2*a + sol[j+1].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j].z3*a + sol[j+1].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                } 
 
                tmpsol[nvol-1] = sol[nvol-1]; 
 
            } 
 
            if (kint==(nvol-1)) 
            { 
 
                for (j=1;j<nvol;j++) 
                { 
                    double a = fabsl(v1[i]*dt*((double)(nvol-j)/nvol) + 
v2[i]*dt*((double)(j)/nvol)); 
                    double b = (dx[i]-(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)) - 
a; 
 
                    tmpsol[j].z1 = (sol[j-1].z1*a + sol[j].z1*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z2 = (sol[j-1].z2*a + sol[j].z2*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
                    tmpsol[j].z3 = (sol[j-1].z3*a + sol[j].z3*b)/(dx[i]-
(v1[i]*dt/nvol)+(v2[i]*dt/nvol)); 
 
                } 
 
                tmpsol[0]=sol[0]; 
 
            } 
 
 
        } 
 
        if((i%skip)==0) 
        { 
            for(k=0;k<nvol;k++) 
            { 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k]=tmpsol[k].z1; 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k+1]=tmpsol[k].z2; 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k+2]=tmpsol[k].z3; 
            } 
        } 
 
 
 
        if((percentage=(100*i)/nt)!=old_percentage) 
        { 
            printf("%d%%\r",percentage); 
            old_percentage=percentage; 
        } 
 
 
 
   } 
 
  } 
 
  if(parlav > 0) 
 { 
 
   for (i=0;i<nt;i++) 
   { 
 
          double  dx = b/nvol; 
 
        if(partransl>0) 
        { 
        sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+tmpsol[0].z2*((pow(profile[1]
,2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); //condizioni al bordo trasparenti 
        sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/tmpsol[0
].z1)*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+(h(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,
tmpsol[0].z3)*tmpsol[0].z2)*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        } 
 
        if(parrefll>0) 
        { 
        sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,-
tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+tmpsol[0].z2*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); //condizioni al bordo adiabatiche rigide 
        sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,-
tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/tmpsol[0].z1)*((pow(profi
le[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,-
tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+(h(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)*tmp
sol[0].z2)*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        } 
 
        if(paratml>0) 
        { 
        sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(z1l,z2l,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2))+tmpsol[0].z2*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(z1l,z2l,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2))+(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/tmpsol[0].z1)*((pow(profile[
1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(z1l,z2l,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2))+(h(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)*tmpsol
[0].z2)*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
 
        //sol[0].z1=tmpsol[0].z1 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp1(pl/(R*Tl),tmpsol[0].z2,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)*R*Tl/pl)+tmpsol[0].z2*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        //sol[0].z2=tmpsol[0].z2 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp2(pl/(R*Tl),tmpsol[0].z2,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)*R*Tl/pl)+(pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)/tmpsol[0].z1)*((pow(
profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        //sol[0].z3=tmpsol[0].z3 - 
(dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[1].z1,tmp
sol[1].z2,tmpsol[1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3)-
fp3(pl/(R*Tl),tmpsol[0].z2,pl/(g-
1)+pow(tmpsol[0].z2,2)*R*Tl/pl)+(h(tmpsol[0].z1,tmpsol[0].z2,tmpsol[0].z3
)*tmpsol[0].z2)*((pow(profile[1],2)-
pow(profile[0],2))/(pow(profile[1],2)+pow(profile[0],2)+profile[0]*profil
e[1]))); 
        //necessary conditions for this case 
        } 
 
        for (j=1;j<(nvol-1);j++) 
        { 
 
            sol[j].z1=tmpsol[j].z1 - 
dt*(fp1(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-
1].z3)+tmpsol[j].z2*((pow(profile[j+1],2)-
pow(profile[j],2))/(pow(profile[j+1],2)+pow(profile[j],2)+profile[j]*prof
ile[j+1])))/dx; 
            sol[j].z2=tmpsol[j].z2 - 
dt*(fp2(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-
1].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[j].z2,2)/tmpsol[j].z1)*((pow(profile[j+1],2)-
pow(profile[j],2))/(pow(profile[j+1],2)+pow(profile[j],2)+profile[j]*prof
ile[j+1])))/dx; 
            sol[j].z3=tmpsol[j].z3 - 
dt*(fp3(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[j+1].z1,tmpsol
[j+1].z2,tmpsol[j+1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[j-1].z1,tmpsol[j-1].z2,tmpsol[j-
1].z3)+(h(tmpsol[j].z1,tmpsol[j].z2,tmpsol[j].z3)*tmpsol[j].z2)*((pow(pro
file[j+1],2)-
pow(profile[j],2))/(pow(profile[j+1],2)+pow(profile[j],2)+profile[j]*prof
ile[j+1])))/dx; 
        } 
 
 
        if(partransr>0) 
        { 
        sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - (dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - (dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-1].z1)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - (dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+(h(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)*tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        } 
 
        if(parreflr>0) 
        { 
        sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - (dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,-
tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn1(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp1(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+tmpsol[nvol-1].z2*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-
pow(profile[nvol-1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-
1],2)+profile[nvol-1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - (dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,-
tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp2(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - (dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,-
tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-fp3(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+(h(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)*tmpsol[nvol-1].z2)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-
pow(profile[nvol-1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-
1],2)+profile[nvol-1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        } 
 
        if(paratmr>0) 
        { 
        //sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - (dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn1(z1r,z2r,z3r)-
fn1(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        //sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - (dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(z1r,z2r,z3r)-
fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        //sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - (dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(z1r,z2r,z3r)-
fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z3)+(h(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z3)*tmpsol[nvol-1].z2)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
 
        sol[nvol-1].z1=tmpsol[nvol-1].z1 - (dt/dx)*(fp1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn1(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,pr/(g-1)+pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)-fn1(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp1(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-2].z3)+tmpsol[nvol-
1].z2*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z2=tmpsol[nvol-1].z2 - (dt/dx)*(fp2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn2(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,pr/(g-1)+pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)-fn2(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp2(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z3)+(pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
        sol[nvol-1].z3=tmpsol[nvol-1].z3 - (dt/dx)*(fp3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)+fn3(tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,pr/(g-1)+pow(tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,2)/tmpsol[nvol-
1].z1)-fn3(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-1].z3)-
fp3(tmpsol[nvol-2].z1,tmpsol[nvol-2].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
2].z3)+(h(tmpsol[nvol-1].z1,tmpsol[nvol-1].z2,tmpsol[nvol-
1].z3)*tmpsol[nvol-1].z2)*((pow(profile[nvol],2)-pow(profile[nvol-
1],2))/(pow(profile[nvol],2)+pow(profile[nvol-1],2)+profile[nvol-
1]*profile[nvol]))); 
 
 
        } 
 
        valnod * t = tmpsol; 
        tmpsol=sol; 
        sol=t; 
 
        if((i%skip)==0) 
        { 
            for(k=0;k<nvol;k++) 
            { 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k]=tmpsol[k].z1; 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k+1]=tmpsol[k].z2; 
                bigone[(i/skip)*3*nvol+3*k+2]=tmpsol[k].z3; 
            } 
        } 
         if((percentage=(100*i)/nt)!=old_percentage) 
        { 
            printf("%d%%\r",percentage); 
            old_percentage=percentage; 
        } 
 
 
   } 
 
  } 
 
 
        printf("100%%"); 
 
        printf("\nwriting data to file...\n"); 
 
        percentage=0; 
        old_percentage=0; 
 
 
   for(k=0;k<total;k++) 
        { 
            fprintf(fbig, "%lf\n",bigone[k]); 
            if((percentage=100*k/total)!=old_percentage) 
            { 
                printf("%d%%\r",percentage); 
                old_percentage=percentage; 
            } 
        } 
 
    printf("100%%\n"); 
 
    if(parlib1>0&&parlav<0) 
    { 
        printf("\nwriting wall 1 coordinate...\n"); 
        for(k=0;k<nt;k++) 
            { 
                fprintf(fx1out, "%lf\n",x1[k]); 
            } 
    } 
 
    if(parlib2>0&&parlav<0) 
    { 
        printf("writing wall 2 coordinate...\n"); 
        for(k=0;k<nt;k++) 
            { 
                fprintf(fx2out, "%lf\n",x2[k]); 
            } 
    } 
 
 
    printf("\nfreeing memory...\n"); 
 //for (k=0;k<nvol;k++) fprintf(fout, 
"%lf\n%lf\n%lf\n",tmpsol[k].z1,tmpsol[k].z2,tmpsol[k].z3); 
 
 
 
    //fclose(fout); 
    fclose(fbig); 
    fclose(fx1out); 
    fclose(fx2out); 
    free(sol); 
    free(tmpsol); 
    free(T0); 
    free(u0); 
    free(p0); 
    free(x1); 
    free(x2); 
    free(profile); 
    free(bigone); 
    free(dx); 
    free(v1); 
    free(v2); 
 
    printf("\nprogram is completed\n"); 
 
    return 0; 
 
} 
A.1.2 Mathematica code
97
In[103]:= SetDirectory@NotebookDirectory@DD;
prun = 1; H*if prun>0 runs computation*L
R = 287;
Γ = 1.4;
nvol = 1000;
ttot = NA100 * 10-4E;
dt = 1 * 10-7;
nt = FloorBttot
dt
F;
stepstoskip = 1000; H*parameter specifying how
many steps to skip between saving analysis results*L
dtpictures = ScientificForm@N@dt * stepstoskipDD
Out[112]//ScientificForm=
1. ´ 10-4
In[113]:= van1 = 2814.1153570668157`;
van2 = 1154.7005383792518`;
van3 = 0;
can2 = 1659.414818687564`;
tan1 = 300;
tan2 = 6853.303983274966`;
pan1 = 105;
pan2 = 3.8740540277193645`*^6;
Ρan2 = 1.9696260551927316`;
van4 = 4530.878956454617`;
b = 1 +
Abs@van3D
van1
;
pan4 = 9.539536889831595`*^6;
In[125]:= can3 = can2 -
Γ - 1
2
Abs@van3 - van2D
Out[125]= 1428.47
In[126]:= u0 = TableBvan3 * HeavisideThetaB-i + can3
van1 - van3
Hnvol - 1LF +
van3 +
Hvan2 - van3L Ii - can3
van1-van3
Hnvol - 1LM
Invol - 1 - can3
van1-van3
Hnvol - 1LM
*
HeavisideThetaBi - can3
van1 - van3
Hnvol - 1LF, 8i, 0, nvol - 1<F;
p0 = TableBpan2 * 1 - Γ - 1
2
*
N@Abs@Part@u0, iD - van2DD
can2
2 Γ
Γ-1
, 8i, 1, nvol<F;
T0 = TableB 1
Γ R
Γ R tan2 -
Γ - 1
2
Abs@Part@u0, iD - van2D
2
, 8i, 1, nvol<F;
Ρ0exp = TableBΡan2 * 1 - Γ - 1
2
*
N@Abs@Part@u0, iD - van2DD
can2
2
Γ-1
, 8i, 1, nvol<F;
In[130]:= Ρ0 = p0  HR T0L;
In[131]:= coord0 = TableBvan3
van1
+
i
nvol - 1
* 1 -
van3
van1
, 8i, 0, nvol - 1<F;
In[132]:= u0p = Partition@Riffle@coord0, u0D, 2D;
p0p = Partition@Riffle@coord0, p0D, 2D;
T0p = Partition@Riffle@coord0, T0D, 2D;
In[135]:= Needs@"PlotLegends`"D
tsz1 = 15;
In[137]:= ListPlot@u0p, GridLines ® 88<, 8<<, PlotStyle -> 8<, Joined ® True,
FrameLabel ® 8"normalized coordinate", "velocity HmsL"<,
Frame ® True, FrameTicks ®
88Table@8k * 100, ScientificForm@N@k * 100DD<, 8k, -20, 10, 2<D, None<,
8Automatic, None<<,
LabelStyle ® 8tsz1, FontFamily ® "Times New Roman"<, ImageSize ® 400D
Out[137]=
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In[138]:= ListPlotAp0p, GridLines ® 88<, 8<<, PlotStyle -> 8<, Joined ® True,
FrameLabel ® 8"normalized coordinate", "pressure HPaL"<,
Frame ® True, FrameTicks ®
99TableA9k * 4 * 106, ScientificFormANAk * 4 * 106EE=, 8k, 0, 1, 0.1<E, None=,
8Automatic, None<=,
LabelStyle ® 8tsz1, FontFamily ® "Times New Roman"<, ImageSize ® 400E
Out[138]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
1.6´ 106
2.´ 106
2.4´ 106
2.8´ 106
3.2´ 106
3.6´ 106
normalized coordinate
p
re
s
s
u
re
HP
a
L
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In[139]:= ListPlot@T0p, GridLines ® 88<, 8<<, PlotStyle -> 8<, Joined ® True,
FrameLabel ® 8"normalized coordinate", "temperature HKL"<,
Frame ® True, FrameTicks ®
88Table@8k * 1000, ScientificForm@N@k * 1000DD<, 8k, 5, 7, 0.3<D, None<,
8Automatic, None<<, Axes ® False,
LabelStyle ® 8tsz1, FontFamily ® "Times New Roman"<, ImageSize ® 400D
Out[139]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
5.3´ 103
5.6´ 103
5.9´ 103
6.2´ 103
6.5´ 103
6.8´ 103
normalized coordinate
te
m
p
e
ra
tu
re
HK
L
In[140]:=
In[141]:=
In[142]:=
In[143]:=
parlib1 = 1; H*1 if wall 1 is free, -1 if motion is imposed*L
parlib2 = 1; H*1 if wall 2 is free, -1 if motion is imposed*L
parlav = -1;H*1 if variable area, -1 if constant area;
variable area now forces fixed walls ® to avoid time waste if parlav =
1 set parlib = 1*L
partransl = -1; H*these boundary conditions
require variable area Hcan be a fixed section ductL;
only one out of the three can be greater than zero*L
parrefll = 1;
paratml = -1;
partransr = -1; H*only one out of the three can be greater than zero*L
parreflr = 1;
paratmr = -1;
vlib1 = van3; H*free walls parameters Hper unit surface areaL*L
m1 = 103;
k1 = 0;
d1 = 0;
f1 = 105;
xlib1 = 0;
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In[159]:= vlib2 = 0;
m2 = 103;
k2 = 0;
d2 = 0;
f2 = 105;
xlib2 = b;
In[165]:= momcheckgas0 = SumBPart@Ρ0, iD Part@u0, iD * xlib2 - xlib1
nvol
, 8i, 1, nvol<F
Out[165]= 447.378
In[166]:=
In[167]:= parmass = NB m1
Part@Ρ0, Length@Ρ0DD
* bF
Out[167]= 507.711
T0l = 300; H*parameters relative to fixed boundary conditions at the wall;
warning, it is not possible to set too many boundary conditions given the
nature of the problem Hat the moment the code must be slightly edited
depending on the specific geometry if the paratm bc is activeL*L
pl = 1 * 105;
vl = 0;
z1l =
pl
R T0l
;
z2l = z1l * vl;
z3l =
pl
Γ - 1
+
z2l2
2 z1l
;
T0r = 300;
pr = 1 * 105;
vr = 0;
z1r =
pr
R T0r
;
z2r = z1r * vr;
z3r =
pr
Γ - 1
+
z2r2
2 z1r
;
In[180]:= Export@"parameters.txt", 8CForm@RD, CForm@ΓD, CForm@bD,
CForm@nvolD, CForm@ttotD, CForm@dtD, CForm@ntD, CForm@stepstoskipD,
CForm@parlib1D, CForm@parlib2D, CForm@parlavD, CForm@partranslD,
CForm@parrefllD, CForm@paratmlD, CForm@partransrD, CForm@parreflrD,
CForm@paratmrD, CForm@xlib1D, CForm@vlib1D, CForm@m1D, CForm@k1D,
CForm@d1D, CForm@f1D, CForm@xlib2D, CForm@vlib2D, CForm@m2D, CForm@k2D,
CForm@d2D, CForm@f2D, CForm@z1lD, CForm@z2lD, CForm@z3lD, CForm@z1rD,
CForm@z2rD, CForm@z3rD, CForm@plD, CForm@T0lD, CForm@vlD, CForm@prD<D
Out[180]= parameters.txt
In[181]:=
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In[182]:= Export@"initial_conditions.txt",
Table@CForm@N@Part@Flatten@8T0, u0, p0<D, kDDD, 8k, 1, 3 nvol<DD
Out[182]= initial_conditions.txt
If@parlib1 < 0, v1imp = 0; H*wall position generation for imposed motion*L
x1 = Table@CForm@N@v1imp k dtDD, 8k, 1, nt<D;
x1mat = Table@N@v1imp k dtD, 8k, 1, nt<D;
Export@"x1.txt", x1DD
In[184]:= If@parlib2 < 0, v2imp = 0;
x2 = Table@CForm@N@b + v2imp k dtDD, 8k, 1, nt<D;
x2mat = Table@N@b + v2imp k dtD, 8k, 1, nt<D;
Export@"x2.txt", x2DD
IfBparlav > 0,
profilo = TableBCFormBNB1 - 0.2 E
- k-
nvol
2
2
15 nvol FF, 8k, 1, nvol + 1<F;
profilomat = TableBNB1 - 0.2 E
- k-
nvol
2
2
15 nvol F, 8k, 1, nvol + 1<F;
Export@"profilo.txt", profiloD; ListPlot@profilomat, PlotRange ® 80, 2<DF
H*variable area duct geometry generation*L
IfBparlib1 < 0,
vpist1 = TableBAbsBPart@x1mat, k + 1D - Part@x1mat, kD
dt
F, 8k, 1, nt - 1<F;
v1max = Max@vpist1D;FH*the last time step is
actually neglected here in order to compute CFL,
there is no practical difference and code is easier to read*L
IfBparlib2 < 0,
vpist2 = TableBAbsBPart@x2mat, k + 1D - Part@x2mat, kD
dt
F, 8k, 1, nt - 1<F;
v2max = Max@vpist2D;F
cmax = MaxA Γ * R * Max@T0D E;
IfBparlib1 < 0 && parlib2 < 0, coeff = 1
I Min@x2mat-x1matD
nvol
M
;
CFLparmob = coeff * dt * Max@8cmax, v1max, v2max<DF
H*computation of some reference
values of CFL depending on the type of problem*L
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In[191]:=
CFLsonico =
dt * Γ * R * Max@T0D
I b
nvol
M
Out[191]= 0.165941
CFLparlib =
dt * MaxA9 Γ * R * Max@T0D * 2
Γ-1
, vlib1, vlib2=E
I b
nvol
M
H*it is basically the value for free expansion into vacuum;
does NOT take into account cell length variation,
wall position must be checked to be reasonable*L
Out[192]= 0.829707
In[193]:=
If@prun > 0, Run@"bin\\Release\\eulero_unico.exe"DD; H*runs C executable*L
big = Import@"big.txt", "Data"D; H*reads results*L
IfBparlib1 > 0, x1mattemp = Flatten@Import@"x1out.txt", "Data"DD;
x1mat = x1mattemp +
van3
van1
F; H*reads wall positions*L
IfBparlib2 > 0, x2mattemp = Flatten@Import@"x2out.txt", "Data"DD;
x2mat = x2mattemp +
van3
van1
F;
In[198]:= big1 = FlattenBTableBPart@big, 3 i - 2D, :i, 1, nvol * CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F >FF;
In[199]:= big2 = FlattenBTableBPart@big, 3 i - 1D, :i, 1, nvol * CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F >FF;
In[200]:= big3 = FlattenBTableBPart@big, 3 iD, :i, 1, nvol * CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F >FF;
In[201]:= coord = FlattenBTableBTableBPart@x1mat, i * stepstoskip + 1D +
k
nvol - 1
* HPart@x2mat, i * stepstoskip + 1D - Part@x1mat, i * stepstoskip + 1DL,
8k, 0, nvol - 1<F, :i, 0, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F - 1>FF;
In[202]:= Ρ = Partition@Partition@Riffle@coord, big1D, 2D, nvolD;
Ρu = Partition@Partition@Riffle@coord, big2D, 2D, nvolD;
ΡE = Partition@Partition@Riffle@coord, big3D, 2D, nvolD;
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In[205]:= p = PartitionBPartitionBRiffleBcoord, TableB
HΓ - 1L Part@big3, kD - Part@big2, kD
2
2 Part@big1, kD
, 8k, 1, Length@big1D<FF, 2F, nvolF;
In[206]:= u = PartitionBPartitionB
RiffleBcoord, TableB Part@big2, kD
Part@big1, kD
, 8k, 1, Length@big1D<FF, 2F, nvolF;
In[207]:= T = PartitionBPartitionBRiffleBcoord,
TableB
HΓ - 1L JPart@big3, kD - Part@big2,kD2
2 Part@big1,kDN
R Part@big1, kD
, 8k, 1, Length@big1D<FF, 2F, nvolF;
In[208]:= M = PartitionBPartitionBRiffleBcoord,
TableB
AbsB Part@big2,kD
Part@big1,kDF
Γ R
HΓ-1L KPart@big3,kD- Part@big2,kD
2
2 Part@big1,kDO
R Part@big1,kD
, 8k, 1, Length@big1D<FF, 2F, nvolF;
H*the following are the results as a function of time and position*L
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In[211]:= AnimateBListPlotAPart@p, kD, PlotRange ® 98Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 90, 1 * 107==,
GridLines ® 88<, 8pan4<<, Joined ® TrueE, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[211]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
2´106
4´106
6´106
8´106
1´107
k
In[212]:=
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In[213]:=
AnimateBListPlot@Part@M, kD, PlotRange ® 88Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 80, 1<<,
GridLines ® 88<, 81<<, Joined ® TrueD, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[213]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
k
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In[214]:= AnimateBListPlot@Part@Ρ, kD, PlotRange ® 88Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 80, 2.5<<,
Joined ® TrueD, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[214]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
k
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In[215]:= AnimateB
ListPlot@Part@T, kD, PlotRange ® 88Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 8300, 10000<<,
GridLines ® 88<, 89053<<, Joined ® TrueD, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[215]=
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
4000
6000
8000
10 000
k
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In[216]:= AnimateB
ListPlot@Part@u, kD, PlotRange ® 88Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 8-3000, 6000<<,
GridLines ® 88<, 84530.878956454617`<<, Joined ® TrueD,
:k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[216]=
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-2000
2000
4000
6000
k
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In[217]:= AnimateB
ListPlot@Part@Ρu, kD, PlotRange ® 88Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 8-500, 1500<<,
Joined ® TrueD, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  10F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[217]=
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-500
500
1000
1500
k
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In[218]:= AnimateBListPlotAPart@ΡE, kD, PlotRange ® 98Min@x1matD, Max@x2matD<, 90, 107==,
Joined ® TrueE, :k, 1, CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F, 1>,
AnimationRate ® FloorB CeilingB nt
stepstoskip
F  100F,
AnimationRunning ® False, ControlPlacement ® BottomF
Out[218]=
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
2´106
4´106
6´106
8´106
1´107
k
In[219]:= time = Table@i dt, 8i, 1, nt<D;
In[220]:= x1matp = PartitionBRiffleBtime, x1mat - van3
van1
F, 2F;
H*x1pred=Partition@Riffle@time,Table@van3*dt*k,8k,0,nt-1<DD,2D;*L
x2matp = PartitionBRiffleBtime, x2mat - b - van3
van1
F, 2F;
H*occhio alla sottrazione*L
H*x2pred=Partition@Riffle@time,Table@van4*dt*k,8k,0,nt-1<DD,2D;*L
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IfBparlib1 > 0 && parlav < 0,
ListPlotBx1matp, Joined ® True,
H*PlotStyle®88Black<,8Dashing@0.03D,AbsoluteThickness@3D<<,*L
FrameTicks ® :8Automatic, None<,
:TableB:k * ttot
10
, ScientificFormBk * ttot
10
F>, 8k, 0, 10, 2<F, None>>,
H*PlotLegend®8Style@"actual displacement",tsz1D,
Style@ "constant initial velocity",tsz1D<,LegendPosition®81,-0.5<,
LegendSize®1,LegendTextSpace®5,LegendShadow®None,*L
FrameLabel ® 8"time HsL", "displacement HmL"<, Frame ® True,
Axes ® False, LabelStyle ® 8tsz1, FontFamily ® "Times New Roman"<,
ImageSize ® 400FF H*position of free walls*L
Out[222]=
0. 2.´ 10-3 4.´ 10-3 6.´ 10-3 8.´ 10-3 1.´ 10-2
-0.08
-0.06
-0.04
-0.02
0.00
time HsL
d
is
p
la
c
e
m
e
n
t
Hm
L
In[224]:=
IfBparlib1 > 0 && parlav < 0,
TableB
: 1
1000 dt
PartBx1mat, CeilingB nt
100
kFF - PartBx1mat, CeilingB nt
100
kF - 1000F ,
PartBx1mat, CeilingB nt
100
kFF - van3
van1
>, 8k, 85, 10, 20, 50, 100<<FF
Out[224]= 88-0.56, -0.000157<, 8-2.01, -0.000903<,
8-3.79, -0.003754<, 8-9.26, -0.023578<, 8-17.18, -0.090642<<
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In[225]:= IfBparlib2 > 0 && parlav < 0,
ListPlotBx2matp, Joined ® True,
H*PlotStyle®88Black<,8Dashing@0.03D,AbsoluteThickness@3D<<,*L
FrameTicks ® :8Automatic, None<,
:TableB:k * ttot
10
, ScientificFormBk * ttot
10
F>, 8k, 0, 10, 2<F, None>>,
H*PlotLegend®8Style@"actual displacement",tsz1D,
Style@ "constant initial velocity",tsz1D<,LegendPosition®81,-0.5<,
LegendSize®1,LegendTextSpace®5,LegendShadow®None,*L
FrameLabel ® 8"time HsL", "displacement HmL"<, Frame ® True, Axes ® False,
LabelStyle ® 8tsz1, FontFamily ® "Times New Roman"<, ImageSize ® 400FF
Out[225]=
0. 2.´ 10-3 4.´ 10-3 6.´ 10-3 8.´ 10-3 1.´ 10-2
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
time HsL
d
is
p
la
c
e
m
e
n
t
Hm
L
In[226]:=
In[227]:= IfBparlib2 > 0 && parlav < 0,
TableB
: 1
1000 dt
PartBx2mat, CeilingB nt
100
kFF - PartBx2mat, CeilingB nt
100
kF - 1000F ,
PartBx2mat, CeilingB nt
100
kFF - b - van3
van1
>, 8k, 85, 10, 20, 50, 100<<FF
Out[227]= 881.46, 0.000513<, 82.08, 0.001427<,
84.19, 0.004785<, 89.54, 0.025882<, 817.69, 0.095184<<
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A.2 ABAQUS input files
The input files for the models used in this work are provided below. The element and node definitions
have been selectively removed for space reasons (several millions of node definition text lines are
required for the complete files). This should pose no difficulty in reconstructing the model, as the
simple geometry enables direct meshing from the CAE user interface and the structure of the input
file has been preserved.
A.2.1 Explosion of a TNT sphere in air
115
*Heading 
** Job name: sedov Model name: sedov 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.10-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Part-3 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0.,           0. 
      2,           0.,           0., 0.00499999989 
      3, -0.00499999989,           0.,           0. 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further node definition omitted 
 
*Element, type=EC3D8R 
   1,  2326,  2327, 19395, 18508,    53,    54,  1113,  1112 
   2,  2327,  2328, 19396, 19395,    54,    55,  1114,  1113 
   3,  2328,  2329, 19397, 19396,    55,    56,  1115,  1114 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further element definition omitted 
   
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 
     1,  81759,      1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 
     1,  73728,      1 
** Section: combined 
*Eulerian Section, elset=_PickedSet4 
air, air-1 
tnt_test, tnt_test-1 
*Surface, type=EULERIAN MATERIAL, name=air-1 
air-1 
*Surface, type=EULERIAN MATERIAL, name=tnt_test-1 
tnt_test-1 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Part-3-1, part=Part-3 
*End Instance 
**   
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet49, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
     1,  81759,      1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet49, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
     1,  73728,      1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet50, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
    1,    3,    5,     
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet50, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
     1,     2,     3,      
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet51, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
     1,     2,     3,     
 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet51, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
     1,  14448,      1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet52, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
     2,     3,     4,     
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet52, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
 14449,  73728,      1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet54, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
     1,  81759,      1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet54, internal, instance=Part-3-1, generate 
     1,  73728,      1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet55, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
     6,     7,     8,    
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet55, internal, instance=Part-3-1 
 43933, 43934, 43935,  
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> further element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-2", internal 
_PickedSet49,  
_PickedSet50,  
_PickedSet55,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-2", type=C 
          0.,           0.,           0.,           1.,           0.,           
0. 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name=air 
*Density 
 1.1614, 
*Eos, type=IDEALGAS 
287.,0. 
*Specific Heat 
718., 
*Material, name=tnt_test 
*Density 
1630., 
*Eos, type=JWL 
6950., 3.712e+11, 3.231e+09,       0.3,      4.15,      0.95, 4.294e+07,     
1e+09 
*Detonation Point 
0.,0.,0.,0. 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: Material assignment 
*Initial Conditions, type=VOLUME FRACTION 
_PickedSet51, Part-3-1.tnt_test-1, 1. 
_PickedSet52, Part-3-1.air-1, 1. 
** Name: Predefined Field-2   Type: Temperature 
*Initial Conditions, type=TEMPERATURE 
_PickedSet54, 300. 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: detonation 
**  
*Step, name=detonation 
*Dynamic, Explicit 
, 4e-05 
*Bulk Viscosity 
0.06, 1.2 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-2 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet49, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-4 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet50, 1, 1 
_PickedSet50, 2, 2 
_PickedSet50, 4, 4 
_PickedSet50, 5, 5 
_PickedSet50, 6, 6 
** Name: BC-5 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet55, 1, 1 
_PickedSet55, 2, 2 
_PickedSet55, 3, 3 
_PickedSet55, 4, 4 
_PickedSet55, 5, 5 
_PickedSet55, 6, 6 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, number interval=1, time marks=NO 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field, number interval=100, time marks=YES 
*Node Output 
A, RF, U, V 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
DENSITY, DENSITYVAVG, EDCDEN, EDT, ELEDEN, ELEN, ENER, EVF, EVOL, LE, 
MFL, P, PE, PEEQ, PEEQVAVG, PEVAVG 
S, SVAVG, TEMP 
*Contact Output 
CSTRESS,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
A.2.2 Nine-point initiation test
119
*Heading 
** Job name: exp3inp Model name: experiment_3_input 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.10-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Part-4 
*Node 
 
      >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
       
*Element, type=EC3D8R 
 
   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet40, internal, generate 
 
   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet40, internal, generate 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
** Section: wall_and_all 
*Eulerian Section, elset=_PickedSet40 
air, air-2 
c4_test, c4_test-1 
fluid_wall, fluid_wall-1 
*Surface, type=EULERIAN MATERIAL, name=air-2 
air-2 
*Surface, type=EULERIAN MATERIAL, name=c4_test-1 
c4_test-1 
*Surface, type=EULERIAN MATERIAL, name=fluid_wall-1 
fluid_wall-1 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Part-4-1, part=Part-4 
          0.,        0.051,           0. 
*End Instance 
**   
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet89, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet89, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet90, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet90, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet91, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet91, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet92, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
     >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet92, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet93, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet93, internal, instance=Part-4-1, generate 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet94, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet94, internal, instance=Part-4-1 
 
   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> element definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet95, internal, instance=Part-4-1, generate 
 
    >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet95, internal, instance=Part-4-1, generate 
 
     >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  node definition omitted 
 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-2", internal 
_PickedSet89,  
_PickedSet90,  
_PickedSet91,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-2", type=C 
          0.,           0.,           0.,           0.,           1.,           
0. 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name=air 
*Density 
 1.1614, 
*Eos, type=IDEALGAS 
287.,0. 
*Specific Heat 
718., 
*Material, name=c4_test 
*Density 
1601., 
*Eos, type=JWL 
8092., 6.0977e+11,  1.295e+10,       0.25,        4.5,        1.4, 
5.6215e+06,      1e+09 
*Detonation Point 
        0.,       -0.05,          0.,          0. 
      0.05,          0.,          0., 3.46465e-06 
        0.,          0.,        0.05, 3.46465e-06 
 0.0288675,  -0.0288675,   0.0288675,  1.3626e-06 
*Material, name=explosive_gas 
*Density 
 1161.44, 
*Eos, type=JWL 
2771.,    0.,    0.,   0.4,    1.,    1., 4e+06,    0. 
*Detonation Point 
 0.005, 0.005,    1.,    0. 
*Material, name=fluid_wall 
*Density 
7890., 
*Eos, type=USUP 
4569., 1.49, 2.17 
*Specific Heat 
450., 
*Material, name=tnt_test 
*Density 
1630., 
*Eos, type=JWL 
6950., 3.712e+11, 3.231e+09,       0.3,      4.15,      0.95, 4.294e+06,     
1e+09 
*Detonation Point 
       0.,      -0.1,        0.,        0. 
      0.1,        0.,        0.,     1e-05 
       0.,        0.,       0.1,     1e-05 
 0.057735, -0.057735,  0.057735,     3e-06 
*Material, name=wall 
*Density 
 1.11, 
*Elastic 
 2e+11, 0.3 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: Material assignment 
*Initial Conditions, type=VOLUME FRACTION 
_PickedSet92, Part-4-1.air-2, 1. 
_PickedSet93, Part-4-1.c4_test-1, 1. 
_PickedSet94, Part-4-1.fluid_wall-1, 1. 
** Name: Predefined Field-2   Type: Temperature 
*Initial Conditions, type=TEMPERATURE 
_PickedSet95, 300. 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: detonation 
**  
*Step, name=detonation 
*Dynamic, Explicit 
, 0.0001 
*Bulk Viscosity 
0.06, 1.2 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-2 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet89, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-4 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet90, 1, 1 
_PickedSet90, 2, 2 
_PickedSet90, 4, 4 
_PickedSet90, 5, 5 
_PickedSet90, 6, 6 
** Name: BC-5 Type: Velocity/Angular velocity 
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY 
_PickedSet91, 1, 1 
_PickedSet91, 2, 2 
_PickedSet91, 3, 3 
_PickedSet91, 4, 4 
_PickedSet91, 5, 5 
_PickedSet91, 6, 6 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, number interval=1, time marks=NO 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field, number interval=50, time marks=YES 
*Node Output 
A, RF, U, V 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
DENSITY, DENSITYVAVG, EDCDEN, EDT, ELEDEN, ELEN, ENER, EVF, EVOL, LE, 
MFL, P, PE, PEEQ, PEEQVAVG, PEVAVG 
S, SVAVG, TEMP 
*Contact Output 
CSTRESS,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
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RP-1 EBW Detonator
P/N 167-4314
The RP-1 is a high precision Exploding Bridgewire Detonator manufactured by
RISI which features close tolerance electrode spacing, precise bridgewire attachment,
high quality loading sleeves and a rigidly controlled crystallization process of the
PETN explosive and loading operation. Density is controlled through consistency of
crystalline structure, precision weighing and class ‘A’ dies and tooling.
The result is a detonator with a transmission time simultaneity standard deviation
of less than .025 microsecond. While some applications may not require this degree
of timing or safety, users may want to take advantage of the high degree of reliability
present in this detonator.
RP-1 Firing Parameters
• Threshold Burst Current: 190 amps
• Threshold Voltage: Approx. 500 volts
• Threshold Voltage Std. Deviation: 10 volts maximum
• Function Time: 2.75 µsec. typical
• Function Time Simultaneity
Standard Deviation: 0.025 µsec Max.
Page 20 is a subsidiary of Reynolds Industries, Incorporated
RP-1
EBW DETONATOR
BRIDGED
HEADER
INITIATING
EXPLOSIVE:
251 mg of  PETN
HIGH DENSITY EXPLOSIVE:
375 mg of RDX with Binder
BRASS
SLEEVE
RP-1 EXPLOSIVE TRAIN
Caution: While EBW and EFI Initiators are inherently less susceptible to accidental detonation during handling and set-
up than devices containing primary explosives, electrical and electronic firing systems are sensitive to transient electrical
energies which could cause premature triggering or firing. The blasting area must be clear of personnel and equipment
before the detonator leads are connected to any RISI Firing System. Only approved RISI Firing Systems should ever be
used to initiate or detonate any explosive product manufactured and authorized for sale by RISI.
